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“Since, in the long run, every planetary society will be endangered by impacts from space,
every surviving civilization is obliged to become spacefaring — not because of exploratory
or romantic zeal, but for the most practical reason imaginable: staying alive.”
-Carl Sagan
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“It suddenly struck me that that tiny pea, pretty and blue, was the Earth. I put up my
thumb and shut one eye, and my thumb blotted out the planet Earth. I didn’t feel like a
giant. I felt very, very small.”
-Neil Armstrong
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ABSTRACT
In the early 1900’s we humans learnt how to soar through the sky with birds aided by our own creations. Forty years later we realized our power when we entered the Atomic
Age in the arid deserts of New Mexico. Twenty-four years after, we strapped our fragile, susceptible bodies to rockets pointed to the stars. Within a lifetime we had escaped the
terraqueous globe to which we had been confined for millions of years. We now stand on the shores of the final frontier. A last measure of our inquisitiveness. Like sailors on a
becalmed sea, we sense the stirring of a breeze. Space.
Humans behave in predictable ways. When the sun rises we wake. When the sun sets, we sleep. Some of us scamper home to the relative comforts of our personal existence to
escape the enveloping darkness. Our refuge. Our place. We venture outside to breathe the oxygen that keeps us alive, we dip our feet in the water from which life came and we
take comfort from the reassuring heat of the sun peering through our atmosphere.
But what if we remove ourselves from this protective planet and venture to the moon, not to visit for a day, but to live for six months. What becomes of the human condition?
Where is the point of refuge that we seek when we need shelter? Where is our architecture and what does it become on the moon?
Through related literature and precedent investigation this document pursues possible aesthetic and functional properties for an earthless architecture. The research pursues a
speculative solution to the next great architectural evolution from an earth-based medium to one for the lunar landscape.
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Nomenclature
Space: as used in an astronomical or cosmological sense; also referred to as
‘outer space’.
space: As used in an architectural sense.

Acronyms
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
ESA: European Space Agency
ATHLETE: All Terrain Hex Legged Extra Terrestrial Explorer
LWER: Lunar Water Extraction Rover
ISS: International Space Station
ECLSS: Environmental Control and Life Support System
HCC: Horizontal Cylinder Concept

Fig ii: Apollo 8 sits on the launchpad before its historic mission to orbit the moon.
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“Once a photograph of the Earth, taken from outside, is available – once the sheer isolation of the Earth becomes known – a new idea as powerful as any in
history will be let loose.” – Sir Fred Hoyle

1

Fig 1.1: Earthrise image taken by
Apollo 8 during an orbital mission
around the moon in 1968.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

“The cosmos is all that is or ever was or ever will be. Our feeblest contemplations of the
cosmos stir us – there is a tingling in the spine, a catch in the voice, a faint sensation, as
if a distant memory, of falling from a height. We know we are approaching the greatest
of mysteries.”1 It has, for many years been the vision of many. The colonisation of Space.
When Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed on the moon on July, 20 1969 it seemed
inevitable that by the end of the century humans would live not only on earth, but on the
moon and the planets beyond. It has been over 40 years since we took our first step on
the moon, we sent six successful missions and landed 12 men on the lunar surface. Then
we retreated home.
What stopped us returning to the moon? There are many reasons. These excuses not
to explore the solar system and the planets beyond have stopped us from expanding
our presence in the cosmos. We have sent many probes to the outer edges of our solar
system, collecting data and discovering new, vast wonders that were once inconceivable.
However the reality is that a robot has limitations, and public interest is greatly increased
when we send, not a machine, but a human being into the abyss.
The Space missions of the 1960’s gave us many things, notably the technologies that
led to satellite, phones and the internet, but one gift stands out above all else. A sense of
unity. It was America that landed on the moon, but in one of those rare moments in human
history, the actions of one nation broke the barriers of race, religion, land ownership and
politics and raised the awareness that we are all one species. We are Homo Sapiens.
We realised for the first time the true extent of our isolation and unfounded perceived
significance in the universe through images taken by Apollo 8 of our planet floating like
dust in the dark.

1

Carl Sagan, Cosmos, (New York: Random House Publishing Group. 1980), 1.

Returning to the moon. Why should we go back? And what role does architecture play
in such a venture? The reasons to return are plentiful, from the raising of awareness
that accompanies manned Space exploration, to the technological benefits in science,
commerce, and education that filter down from Space development. There is much we
still do not know about the moon, much we can learn, and much we can use. Our lone
natural satellite can be used as a ‘proving ground’ for prototypes and designs for future
missions to Mars. Its proximity in comparison to other bodies is perfect. A four day
trip compared, say, to a 500+ day round trip to Mars. Space is dangerous, that is not
debatable. So before we venture further, we must first design an architecture that can
give us a foothold; it is more beneficial to do this closer to home.
The dangerous conditions of the lunar surface pose many challenges for architecture.
The oxygen which we so freely breathe on earth is gone. We suffocate in the great
cosmic vacuum. The day and night cycles of earth become periods not of hours but
of weeks on the lunar surface. The reassuring atmosphere and magnetic field which
we take for granted disappears, leaving us exposed and vulnerable to the imperceptible
yet deadly effects of radiation. The sun, once a source of comfort, now becomes an
imposing foe. Temperatures drop so far that simply standing in a shadow can spell
death. Our methods of movement are completely transformed, jumping becomes easier,
and running becomes almost impossible. But our curiosity, an evolutionary trait from
distant ancestors perhaps, steers us onwards towards the lunar surface and its challenges.
To account for this longing for knowledge, architecture on the moon must become an
atmosphere, a shield, a place of comfort, sanity and above all else…Life.
This paper will investigate what will happen to architecture when it is placed on the
moon from both a functional and aesthetic standpoint. What functional design factors
become apparent? What becomes of the aesthetic in such a dangerous environment?
How does the architecture evolve to exist on the moon and what must it be able to do?
What is a feasible, realistic, architecturally significant, proposal for the establishment
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Fig 1.2: An artists impression of the
Earth viewing experience from the
Moon.

of a lunar research facility, catering for four to six astronauts for a period of up to six
months?
This may be seen as fanciful, over-ambitious and too far entrenched in the realm of
science fiction. The reality of the situation is we were there over 40 years ago. The
technology is there. The concept for a cost-effective and functional design for a mid-tolong-term stay however, is not. “The desire to explore and settle new lands is a defining
characteristic of the human species; to remain in a state of ignorance of any aspect of
the physical universe, when the means to end that ignorance are available, is completely
contrary to human nature”2. This paper will attempt to provide such a package, from an
architectural standpoint.

2

David Schrunk, Burton Sharpe, Bonnie Cooper, Madhu Thangavelu, The Moon: Resources,

Future Development, and Settlement, (Chichester: Praxis Publishing Ltd. 2008), 1.
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2.0

RESEARCH QUESTION:

How can the creation of architecture on the lunar surface of the moon be impacted by design - expressively, and functionally in response to
conditions extremely different to those of earth, creating an environment for short/mid-term occupation?

2.1 AIMS/ OBJECTIVES:
Research conducted in this study will focus on producing
an architectural response to the engineering biased field
of Space travel and settlement. Different channels of
inquiry will be used to reach this final solution including,
but not limited to, the investigation of realistic solutions
to the physical characteristics and resources of the site
available for lunar architecture, as well as consideration of
the logistical problems involved with supporting human
occupation of such an architecture. Additional to this will
be an investigation of the perception of Space by most
humans, notably the field of film and science fiction. The
document will combine these fields and suggest a suitable
architectural response to the research question.
It is intended that the research undertaken in this
document will provide various outcomes that will have
a number of uses. The most significant contribution will
be for architects, designers and engineers, offering them
a different approach to lunar architecture and the way it is
perceived. Lunar architecture is commonly viewed from an
engineering standpoint; this research proposal will enable
a holistic view of these methods from an architectural
standpoint, offering insights into realistic architectural
response to extreme circumstances. Also of significance in

this proposal will be the contribution to the ever-evolving
knowledge of human exploration of planetary bodies and
awareness of the wide range of possibilities available to
architects on the lunar surface, a place devoid of many
of the restrictions imposed on architecture of earth,
highlighting differences in function, form and aesthetics
while providing many strange and new restrictions that do
not apply to terrestrial architecture.

2.2 A RATIONALE FOR ARCHITECTURAL
INTERVENTION IN THE SPACE
ENVIRONMENT:
Throughout history architects have been revered as
creators of made space here on earth. Architecture has
seen many evolutions in both style and materiality, from
Imhotep and the Saqqara stepped pyramid to Le Corbusier
and Villa Savoye. The evolution of architecture has
seen a transition from simple stone structures such as
Stonehenge, England, to the high-tech Centre Pompidou,
France, across the deserts to the Burj Khalifa in Dubai. We
have become masters of our planet and this is expressed
through our constructions, central to which are architects.
What then becomes of the architect’s knowledge in
Space? What does a Space Architect contribute to

building outside the confines of the earth? There is a
perception that the field of Space is reserved for systems
engineering, a discipline responsible for “ensuring that all
of the requirements, performance models, subsystems, and
technical plans work together to achieve what is needed.”3
Space is considered a highly mechanical affair because
it has been dominated by designs that have been built to
work at a functional level due to the recent emergence of
space travel.
What separates the architect from the systems engineer
in Space can be summarised in one main difference.
The Space architect designs an environment to support
human activity and wellbeing thus creating an immediate
difference between architect and engineer in this field.
A. Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood support this view,
claiming that “most aerospace systems are not habitable,
and the ones that are involve fairly primitive habitation.
However, this will change significantly as mission
duration, distance, crew size, and mission purpose
become more challenging. Systems engineers are not

3
A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood, Out of this World:
The New Field of Space Architecture,(AIAA, 2009), Ebrary e-book.
(accessed August 1, 2013).
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equipped to address such issues, whereas architects are.”4
Space architects then, must provide a platform for human
interaction and wellbeing within a humanised space
dictated by extreme, though not necessarily constricting,
site conditions. This involves the aesthetic as well as
functional properties of a design that accommodates
engineering solutions whilst pursuing greater, more
creative and ultimately better working systems, both
in terms of materiality and spatial composition. Whilst
considerably different, the architect and engineer become
one entity in the great cosmic vacuum of Space.

Fig 2.1: Image from a ‘Space 1999’ comic book.
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Ibid.
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3.0 LITERATURE

SURVEY

The processes of reaching the moon are complex and
highly challenging. The introduction of architecture is
profoundly more difficult. Whilst this document seeks
to change this and investigate functional and aesthetic
impacts, the number of challenges and influences on the
design are so magnificent in scale that a literature survey
on the subject can only be summary. For this reason, a
brief description of essential texts and issues are provided
below. More intricate details will be discussed throughout
the document in conjunction with the design process to
provide literary evidence for each stage of design and
provide a platform for easier understanding. The major
literary survey influences will be discussed in this section.

‘Lunar Outpost: The Challenges of
Establishing a Human Settlement on the
Moon’
Erik Seedhouse
Seedhouse highlights the many challenges of establishing
a lunar base. The main focus of this text is the logistical
difficulty. Many previous proposals following the Apollo
missions were simply too expensive from a logistical
perspective, continually having to deliver water and
supplies alone made these proposals falter. The current
cost of getting to the moon is approximately $100,000
per kilogram. This and the fact that even larger heavy lift
vehicles have a proportionally small amount of available
space for the transport of goods, have shaped previous
proposals for moon bases. The space shuttle which was

retired in 2011 was only capable of reaching low-earth
orbit, nowhere near the distance required to reach the
moon. This has resulted in a return to older Apollo era
spaceships similar to the likes of the Saturn V. Seedhouse
covers the technical capabilities of the Ares I and Ares V
launch vehicles as well as the new Orion Space Capsule.
These issues will have a bearing on the design of a lunar
architecture. Every unit that travels to the lunar surface
will be constrained in some way by the launch capacity of
a spaceship.

The Moon: Resources, Future Development,
and Settlement-Second Edition
David Schrunk, Burton Sharpe, Bonnie
Coooper, Madhu Thangavelu
The authors of this text highlight the issues of establishing
a lunar architecture, providing information on the
“theories of the moons formation, its impacts on earth
and the scientific possibilities”5 provided by the moons
geological make-up as well as detailed site information
of various locations on the lunar surface. The book also
offers feasible possibilities for lunar bases, exploration
and human settlement with today’s technologies.

5		
David Schrunk, Burton Sharpe, Bonnie Cooper,
Madhu Thangavelu, The Moon: Resources, Future Development, and
Settlement, (New York: Springer-Verlag New York Inc., 2007), 2.

The text discusses significant advantages to be gained
both in science, economy, energy and material production
that the occupation of the moon can offer. Of particular
interest is the site information provided and a rationale
behind the suitability of certain areas. Certain issues that
will have an impact on site selection include, but are
not limited to, communication, resources, space debris,
radiation from the sun and landing areas. These are all
of interest and are considered influences on the design
of the lunar base. Additional information about lunar
resources, such as potential water-ice locations, and the
possibilities of manufacturing goods from the chemical
make-up of lunar rocks are considered as influences, and
possible areas where the design of the lunar architecture
can be dramatically changed from current and previous
proposals. The main issue with previous proposals is the
sheer logistical implications of the concept. The pursuit of
possible alternative approaches through in-situ materials
will be investigated in order to mitigate the cost and
logistical implications of the subject.
Important to this topic is the lunar material known as ‘lunar
regolith’. Regolith is the layer of powder-like debris that
dominate the lunar landscape. Regolith is essentially lunar
rock that has been reduced to a powder-like substance over
the course of billions of years through bombardment from
space debris. This process is known as ‘space weathering’.
“Below the impact regolith is a layer of “mega-regolith”

8

consisting of highly fractured bedrock that is tens of
kilometres thick”6 the impact regolith layer varies in depth
throughout the moon and is a common subject of in-situ
resource utilisation due to its high oxygen content and
construction potential.

Out of this World: The New Field of Space
Architecture
A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood
This text provides an in-depth discussion of lunar
conditions and how they shape architectural response.
The author provides a rational for the intervention of
architecture in the engineer dominated space sector.
Information about the science and engineering involved
with space flight is provided to help develop an
understanding of the complications of lunar habitats and
pursues multiple solutions to the problem. The author
provides multiple architectural solutions and refers to
multiple precedent studies, explaining the design process
behind the architecture whilst being realistic about the
final product. Issues discussed include site conditions,
life support systems, take-off and landing zones, transport
logistics, spatial separation and astronaut needs as well

6		
Lunarpedia, “Lunar Regolith” http://www.
lunarpedia.org/index.php?title=Lunar_Regolith (Accessed
September 9, 2013)

as smaller but still important problems such as hatch
connections, lunar dust control and suit storage for the
new generation Z-1 Spacesuits.
Of particular interest is information on human locomotion
in the lunar environment and its perceived effects on the
architecture. This includes an in depth investigation on
human speed of movement relative to inclination and how
this shapes the size of a space. There are however issues
unsolved including the geometry of the space as a result
of human locomotion which must be solved in accordance
with the data as well as the capabilities of the materials
and construction of the lunar architecture.
The main factor that will shape the lunar architecture itself
is the conditions on the moon and their effect on occupant
safety and wellbeing. This has been discussed in the
aforementioned texts as well as many others as it is a core
issue with lunar design. This will influence the functional
as well as the aesthetic outcome of the design. The lunar
conditions are considered influences on the design project.
Among the conditions is the lack of oxygen which will
influence the shell of the building, reduced gravity (1/6th of
that of earth) which will impact movement. Undisturbed
solar energy due to the lack of a sufficient atmosphere will
raise the possibility of increased solar energy collection.
Radiation will influence functional aspects such as
methods of protection for astronauts. Micrometeoroids
will also be an influence on the project due to their

destructive nature. Occupant needs such as food, water
and life support systems will also be considered. Standard
architectural issues will also be considered such as spatial
separation, intimacy gradients, plan layout and lighting
as these will all be considerably different from standard
earthbound practices.
Additional to the data collected from the literature above,
has been the understanding of the immediate implications
on architecture. Occupants will be confined within a
building for a prolonged period of time. This means that
the need for privacy, distance and separation become
paramount in the spacial planning of a lunar architecture.
One of architectures traditional design criteria in certain
buildings has been the ability of the design to merge with
a site and create a seamless indoor/outdoor experience.
On the moon this is almost impossible. For occupants to
leave the confines of the building, they must first put on a
low-dexterity spacesuit, pressurize the suit and leave. This
process takes approximately one hour. A lunar architecture
becomes an architecture of incarceration. With no indoor/
outdoor flow, a different method of connection between
the interior of the lunar architecture and the moon’s
surface must be developed.

9

4.0 PRECEDENT

SURVEY

4.1 FOSTERS + PARTNERS MOON BASE:
Norman + Foster’s Moon Base, proposed in early 2013 is a conceptual model developed
for the European Space Agency (ESA). The design combines the logistical solution offered
by inflatable architecture with modern technologies such as 3D printing. The design is
essentially a balloon structure with lunar regolith 3D printed over it to protect it from
Space hazards.

As mentioned in the literature survey, regolith is the layer of powder-like debris that
dominates the lunar landscape. Regolith is essentially lunar rock that has been reduced to
a powder-like substance over the course of billions of years through bombardment from
space debris. The powder-like condition of the material and its chemical properties make
it perfect for utilisation as an in-situ resource.

One of the benefits of this design is its logistical characteristics. Rather than flying a fully
constructed unit to the surface of the moon, a nitrogen inflatable structure is used, saving
space and mass of the payload therefore significantly reducing costs. Because the structure
self-inflates there is no need for the intervention of humans during the building process,
which is considered a major benefit. Building on the moon using humans is a highly
dangerous and time-consuming task as the dexterity of even the newest spacesuits is of
average to low quality. The threat of micrometeoroids, suit tears and radiation from solar
flares are also of high risk to astronauts and can lead to severe trauma and possibly death.

Research of site features has revealed that the lunar regolith layer that is exposed to the
sun must be a minimum of 580mm thick in order to resist micrometeoroids and solar
radiation and also to keep internal temperatures steady. The 580mm layer of regolith will
protect against the highest amount of radiation ever recorded on the moon in February
1956. However scientists have decided to err on the side of caution and “designed a
habitat that could protect crewmembers from a Solar Particle Event (SPE) four times
greater than the February 1956 SPE, eventually resulting in a design requiring 2030mm
of regolith coverage.”8 This regolith coverage figure varies depending on site location
and estimated maximum danger scenarios. The European Space Agency’s design concept
is located on the moon’s south pole. This means that radiation from the sun comes at a
lateral angle as the sun hugs the horizon line due to site orientation. A lunar base at a polar
location requires that the area directly facing the sun has “1500 mm of regolith cover in
the dominant direction of rays.”9 The printing of lunar regolith in this proposal requires
the transport of a binder solution to act as a glue for the regolith to form a solid structure,

The inflatable membrane uses a catenary geometry and is designed to protect from
Space hazards with its cellular structured walls and multiple layers of shielding, kevlar
and redundant bladders. This however can still be pierced by micrometeoroids and is
vulnerable to radiation decay. The interior of the design is pressurized to enable astronauts
staying at the base to walk around inside without wearing spacesuits.
To offer significant protection of the membrane from Space hazards such as micrometeoroids
and solar radiation, a 3D printer using “a mobile printing array of nozzles on a six meter
frame [sprays] a binding solution onto a powder-like building material [lunar regolith]
-built up layer by layer”7 producing a solid, protective shell.

7

Design Boom, “foster + partners to 3D print structures on the moon,” http://www.designboom.com/

architecture/foster-partners-to-3d-print-structures-on-the-moon/?utm_campaign=Sunday&utm_medium=email&utm_source=subscribers (accessed February 2, 2013)
8
Erik Seedhouse, Lunar Outpost: The Challenges of Establishing a Human Settlement on the Moon,
(New York: Springer-Verlag New York Inc., 2008), 129-130.
9
G. Cesaretti, 3D Printed Building Blocks Using Lunar Soil, Alta S.p.A, Executive Summary, May
2012, 11.
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Fig 4.1: Cut away section of the Fosters + Partners Moon Base.
Constructed using a prefabricated unit (right) and an inflatable
structure (right) which are then 3D printed over to provide radiation and
micrometeoroid protection.
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Fig 4.2: Perspective view of Fosters +
Partners Moon Base with 3D printer
on robotic platform (left).
which results in an increase in cost, dependent on the volume of binder transported to
the lunar surface. In order to minimise the amount of binder used, the ESA and Norman
+ Fosters have concluded that a design using “closed foam cells has been selected as
an initial compromise between strength, minimisation of binder, and printability.”10 The
cells are then filled with loose unprinted regolith to provide extra protection. This is an
important structural method of producing a lunar architecture, as not only does it reduce
cost, it also creates a lighter structure for moveable, modular designs.
The inflatable structure combined with 3D printing used in this example is a very
compelling design direction that will be pursued further. The use of printing the lunar
regolith will be investigated and compared with the properties of other materials either
in-situ or developed on earth before delivery.

10

G. Cesaretti, 3D Printed Building Blocks Using Lunar Soil, Alta S.P.A, Executive Summary, May
2012, 11.
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4.2 HALLEY VI ANTARCTIC RESEARCH STATION:
The Halley VI Antarctic Research Station (HARS) was designed by Hugh Broughton
Architects for the British Antarctic Survey (BAS). The research facility provides for
scientific experiments and studies as well as the living requirements for occupants who
spend the majority of their time inside its walls. The extreme site conditions have shaped
the design significantly. Perhaps one of the most prominent visual features are the ‘legs’ of
the building. HARS receives an average annual snowfall of one metre, meaning that bases
eventually become buried in snow if they are not regularly occupied and serviced. The
legs provide elevation from the ground and the snowfall whilst also enabling the building
to move. The building has been designed to move in the event of the site breaking off the
ice shelf and isolating the facility.
HARS is designed with modular units in a straight line formation. “Modularity has
significant benefits: flexibility, easier construction and maintenance through repetition,
easier relocation, enhanced fire-safety and acoustic performance through separation, and
greater overall robustness.”11 Each module is very similar in construction and re-locatable.
“Using modules makes the construction repeatable, and if more facilities are needed
in the future these can be added easily”12. However, the layout of the current module
configuration is effectively a single very long corridor – “something that could both smack
depressingly of an institution and be very disorientating. Broughton has tackled this by
making each module unique internally”.13 The modules are each for specific purposes
including private quarters and science areas, all with their own internal architecture with

11
A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood, Out of this World: The New Field of Space
Architecture,(AIAA, 2009), Ebrary e-book. (accessed August 1, 2013).
12
Ruth Slavid, Extreme Architecture: Building for Challenging Environments, (United Kingdom:
Laurence King Publishers. 2009), 97.
13
Ibid.

slight differentiation between units and breakout space to encourage chance encounters
and interaction between occupants, with a central module specifically for interaction and
socialisation.
The idea of modular architecture is something that will be essential to a lunar base
design as it is not feasible to launch and land an entire building on the lunar surface. By
separating modules into specific functions the architecture will be more effective spatially
and psychologically. This would also allow for the addition of future modules to the
design. The strategic use of colours also activates mental processes to create comfort and
differentiation, which will be highly valuable on the lunar surface. Movable portions of the
facility, perhaps even the entire structure, will be of value to a lunar design if movement/
relocation is needed for scientific or safety purposes.
“The compact bedrooms measure 2.5x3.6m internally and are homey, comfortable spaces
that promote emotional well-being without being so comfortable that residents hide away
from the community. Each has a window for natural light and views and includes daylightsimulation lamps”14 The daylight simulation will be of great importance on the lunar
surface. The lunar day on the southern pole of the moon lasts approximately one month
with the sunlight travelling laterally and hugging the horizon line. This results in light
penetration through the sidewalls of the lunar architecture. A need to block and expose
this preferentially is important for occupant wellbeing as it can be disruptive to sleep and
eyesight.

14
A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood, Out of this World: The New Field of Space
Architecture,(AIAA, 2009), Ebrary e-book. (accessed August 1, 2013).
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Fig 4.3: Section through typical module (left) showing workspace. Services are fixed under the floor
level within the heavily insulated walls to avoid damage. Minimum exposure of services on exterior
of modules.
Fig 4.4: Section through the recreation module, designed to be a social interaction space for all
occupants. The double height module provides dinning fitness, reading and communication services
to occupants.

15

The use of colour in HARS is important. Occupants are located within the confines of
the modules for the majority of the time spent in the Antarctic, only occasionally do they
venture outside. Colour adds a mentally stimulating element to the spaces; for example,
a green is used in the sleeping module corridors to convey a reassurance, whilst a yellow
is used in the entry module to emphasise a welcoming and warm feeling through a slight
contrast to the icy exterior.
In conjunction with differing internal spacial qualities colours are able to “provide location
identity and emphasize contrast with the broad, top-lit areas. In many of the modules the
corridor unexpectedly opens out at the ends to give views onto the Antarctic landscape,
punctuating the journey through the station and providing spaces for chance encounters
with other residents. Through manipulation of the cross section and plan, each module
becomes a destination in its own right, creating spatial variety to help stimulate residents”15.
It is therefore important when designing spaces for a lunar architecture to consider the
use of colour as a space enhancer. The mental state of occupants on a lunar base is largely
dependent on the environment they are in. The architecture of a lunar base is in a sense the
architecture of sanity.
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Fig 4.5: Perspective image of the Halley VI Antarctic Research
Station. Line Arrangement of modules help to protect from
strong prevailing winds. This site factor reduces modular
reconfiguration options for the structure. Hydraulic legs enable
the structure to move in event of the ice shelf showing signs of
separating from the mainland.
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4.3 CONCORDIA STATION:
Concordia Station is another example of architecture located in the hostile area of
Antarctica. “Sited on what is known as Dome C, a high point on the Antarctic ice, it is
3,233 meters above sea level, equivalent to an elevation of almost 4000 meters on the
equator”16. During the polar winter (February-November) Concordia is inaccessible,
meaning that the 16 occupants are unable to leave or receive additional supplies. The
building, designed to study astronomy and glaciology as well as the ozone layer, is also of
interest to Space organisations such as the European Space Agency (ESA). The isolation
of the facility offers significant opportunity to study how people in Space “would react to
isolation in extreme physical conditions.”17
The Concordia station is divided into three linked buildings. Two of the buildings are
three stories high and designated ‘quiet zones’ and ‘loud zones’. “The quiet building
contains the sleeping quarters, the communications room, laboratories and hospital. The
noisy building contains the workshop, the kitchen and the restaurant. The third building
consists of 11 container-size modules, and accommodates the wastewater treatment plant,
electric power plant, the boiler room and a second workshop.”18 The separation of spaces
dependent on function and noise pollution is a vital aspect of the building that makes it
more comfortable and tolerable for occupants. The ability to separate oneself from other
crew members provides a platform to reduce tensions and ‘escape’ the constant contact
with other occupants.
The main feature of significance to the lunar design will be the separation of spaces and the
classification of certain areas as loud and quiet zones. The different noise areas will need
to be expressed and made functional through the architecture itself so that less reliance is
placed on crew members and the probability of conflict is reduced to a minimum.
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Fig 4.6: Concordia Station plan.
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Fig 4.7: Concordia Station is separated into levels dependent on
noise volumes expected from each function. Work related areas
are contain in one building, whilst personal areas are located
in another in each of these, the noisier areas are at the bottom,
with more quite/private rooms are located at the top. The bulk
of services including generators are located in a separate area
from these two buildings.
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4.4 NASA CONSTELLATION LUNAR ARCHITECTURE TEAM
CONCEPT
During the NASA Constellation programme, aimed at returning man to the moon to create
a permanent outpost, a series of concepts for potential habitats were developed. The
programme goals were to gain experience in operating away from earth’s environment,
develop the technologies needed for opening the Space frontier, and conduct fundamental
science. The programme aimed to send astronauts to the International Space Station,
then to the moon and eventually to Mars. However, on February 1, 2010 when it was
discovered that the programme needed an increase in funding, President Barrack Obama
announced that the programme would be shelved. Dramatic changes in plans and further
crippling cuts to NASA’s annual budget have effectively ended the programme, with goals
to capture an asteroid in the 2020s and land on Mars by the close of the 2030s proposed
instead.
Concepts developed by the NASA Constellation Lunar Architecture Team (CAT-Lunar)
over the period 2007–2008 were proposed and are used as precedents in this study. The
aim was to develop a feasible architecture development that could “identify promising
habitation options that meet mission architecture objectives; identify desirable habitation
features; understand operational constraints based on different habitation options; and
understand the cost and risks of different habitation options.”19 One concept was the
Horizontal Cylinder Concept (HCC).
The HCC comprises of three modules (one laboratory and two habitat units). The modules
have an internal diameter of 3.5m and an internal length of 8.2m. The internal diameter
of the concept is determined by numerous factors, but the main factor is delivery vehicle
specifications. The resulting diameter means that human locomotion in the reduced
gravity environment of the moon is restricted. This restrictive locomotion will be further
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investigated and developed throughout the design process. The HCC is designed for four
occupants on a 180-day surface mission. With the majority of life-support systems located
on the exterior of the module it becomes impossible to bury the unit in regolith without
great difficulty in order to provide hazard protection. Therefore modules are kept above the
surface, resulting in a heavier delivery weight due to the extra shielding required against
ionising radiation and micrometeoroid impacts.
Modules are designed to be moveable using ATHLETE (All-Terrain-Hex-Legged-ExtraTerrestrial-Explorer) also developed by NASA. The modules are designed to enable
EVA (Extra-Vehicular-Activity), rover maintenance and repair access through their close
proximity to the ground. Easy access to and from the module is essential to any lunar base
due to the additional difficulty of working within a spacesuit with poor dexterity. The
architecture must provide the easiest possible methods of conducting EVA. “Each module
is mounted in an external structure frame that also integrates external subsystems [the
power and supply unit (PSU)] to make it self-sufficient and is removed from the lander
for surface emplacement as a single functional element.”20 The convenience of a readyto-use module, however, is accompanied by increased weight, increased cost and a fixed
dimension of the module resulting in a larger use of available space in the delivery vehicle.
As the module hull is exposed to large surface temperature variations and Space hazards it
is “covered with multilayer insulation (MLI) for passive thermal protection and shielded
by a composite fabric micrometeoroid and surface ejecta (MM/SE) protection barrier.”21
This increases weight and therefore cost of the design.
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Fig 4.8: Image showing cylindrical
module connections and interiors.
Note the additional airlocks for
astronauts
entering/exiting
the
building. These will no longer be
required with the new Z1 spacesuit
which attaches to the exterior of the
building with astronauts entering/
exiting the suit via its back (see
following page).
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If the design was to be buried, temperature variation and micrometeoroid danger would
be less, resulting in less need for additional protective and insulative layers, and a lighter
transport weight. From a critique of the Horizontal Cylinder Concept it has been discovered
that there are numerous issues with the proposal in terms of logistics and cost reduction
potential. These design issues will be addressed and improved from an architectural
standpoint throughout the design process.

Fig 4.9: The new ‘Z1 Spacesuit’ (opposite) outdates this precedent in terms of the multiple
airlocks required. The new design spacesuit enables astronauts to enter via a hatch on the
back of the suit, this is then closed, pressurized and detached (above). A process that used to
take more than one hour can now be completed in 30 minutes. Architectural implications of
this include less space requirements and a lower possibility of lunar dust entering the base
from spacesuits. This spacesuit essentially removes the traditional ‘entrance door’ from
architecture, replacing it with hatches for suits and one airlock for delivery of equipment.

Fig 4.10: The new Z1 space suit.
Fig 4.11: (right) Z1 Spacesuit with hatch connecting to structure.
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4.5 2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY:
It has been decided that science fiction will have a bearing on this project due to the common
association between sci-fi and Space travel. It can be argued that Space is predominantly
viewed from two perspectives, scientific realism and science fiction pop-culture. During the
1960’s the genre of science fiction began to grow concurrently with the Space race between the
USA and USSR. The 1960’s obsession with Space was driven by the Cold War and the romantic
image of man’s conquest of outer Space becoming tantalizingly possible. The 1960s became
a period where the world became “seemingly able to harness highly refined technologies
to realise peaceful ambitions on a heroic scale. Space-age styles soon became currency of
fashionable design and architecture. The designs of Oscar Neimeyer and Kisho Kurokawa
clearly demonstrate this desire to reflect the aesthetics of the age.”22 Space according to Rachel
Armstrong “represented an ideal that gave humankind the chance to start yet again without the
baggage inherited from the existing physical limitations of earth’s environments.”23The science
fiction genre carried this newfound popularity through to the late 1980s, during this period
many films, books and songs based on Space and Space travel were produced. 2001 A Space
Odyssey, directed by Stanley Kubrick, is commonly considered one of the most influential
science fiction theatrical works of this period, inspiring later movies including the Star Wars
saga. Made in 1968, 2001 A Space Odyssey harnessed the romantic image of man in Space
and put forward a grand vision for the year 2001 that dealt with technology, extra-terrestrial
life, human evolution and artificial intelligence, successfully predicting the Space Shuttle,
International Space Station and many other Space milestones. The cinematic and aesthetic
presentation of 2001 A Space Odyssey are considered influences on the architectural design.

•

Institutional Space

•

Ritual Space

•

Parody Space

•

Dream Space

•

Alien Space

•

Geometrical Space

•

Ubiquitous Space

Throughout 2001 A Space Odyssey these different spacial categories are used to express
different views and agendas. Of interest to this study of lunar architecture is the Geometric
Space which contains elements of most of the other categories mentioned above.
Geometric Space in 2001 A Space Odyssey is almost always present when inside
spacecraft. Space station waiting rooms, meeting rooms, moon base interiors and working
areas on the film’s main spaceship ‘Discovery’ are all strongly symmetrical and geometricbased interiors. Mamber discusses each space and argues that “All suggest familiar
Kubrick concerns: banality, repressed violence, a stark contrast between the natural
and the manmade, and too much regularity.”24 Beyond this the over-use of symmetry

A paper on Kubrician Space by Stephen Mamber analyses the way in which the concept of
Outer Space is portrayed through architectural and cinematic space in 2001 A Space Odyssey.
Mamber divides his investigation into seven types of space, these are:

and manufactured aesthetic reduces the individualism of interior spaces. What becomes
apparent through subsequent investigation by Mamber is that the spaces, once stripped
of individuality, become areas in which occupants are consumed by function, “in spaces
designed for them to perform as required.”25 It is therefore accepted that when producing
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Fig 4.12: The Niterói Contemporary Art Museum by architect Oscar
Niemeyer is an example of space-age influenced architecture.
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an architectural intervention on the lunar surface that it is not so great in contrast or
functional aesthetic as to detract from individual experience. A lunar architecture must
provide spaces which allow for individualisation and customisation. Within the functional
parameters of such an intervention must be a platform for a humanist aesthetic. Of note is
a particular paradox that is generated in 2001 A Space Odyssey and many other films on
the topic of Space. The awareness of Space (cosmic) is increased by the sense of internal,
architectural space in large quantities. We see “not just Outer Space but the space of a
room within this. This creates a paradox, while increasing interior spaces to represent
the vastness of the cosmic arena “they nevertheless remain prisons.”26 Internal spaces in
Kubrick’s films are generally straight lines and right angles, none more so than in 2001
A Space Odyssey where even a circular walkway is used as a straight line because of
weightlessness in the zero gravity environment. Many of Kubrick’s camera angles show
geometric space through one-point perspectives, adding a sense of order and arrangement,
creating an interior of monumental geometry and symmetry which focuses on whatever is
at the centre of the view, whether it be a control panel or a view of the cosmos. The sheer
volume of order is overpowering, once again becoming an architecture of function devoid
of a humanist aesthetic.

Fig 4.13: The sterilized interiors of 2001 A Space Odyssey express interior
space designed for the machine, where humans are largley neglected.
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Fig 4.14: The use of a cylinder as a flat, walkable plane. This is achieved through the use of zero gravity, an earthbound architecture would need to utilize a flat plane to travel between
rooms, whereas zero gravity enables the use of the cylinder as a completely walkable surface. Reduced gravity on the lunar surface may provide different possibilities.
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5.0 DESIGN
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PROCESS
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5.1

An introduction to the design process

The straight line is the shortest distance between two points, its presence suggests intelligent life. Nature itself is incapable of creating such a thing on a scale bigger than a snowflake. The
straight edge is a symbol of man’s workings and is more monumental than the organic forms used in architecture to mimic nature. The straight edge stands apart, separate from context
and deliberate in its presence.
Two of the most powerful images of human evolution are those of footprints both in Africa and on the moon. 1.5 million years ago, early humans began to venture out of the African
continent where they had evolved from apes. Footsteps have been found in the area showing the big toe parallel to the other smaller toes, a sign that the outward poking toe of the ape
used for travelling through trees had evolved to walk long distance on the ground. These footsteps show our early origins and are considered by many as a symbol of the beginning of
man. Fast forward to 1969 and another image of a footstep becomes highly significant. The footprint is set once again by man, however this footstep is different, there are no toes, only
straight lines left by a covering that the advanced ape has constructed. A boot. The lines within the footprint stand in stark contrast to the surrounding powder-like terrain. This is the
footprint of Neil Armstrong, the first man to set foot on a surface other than that of earth. It is a symbol of human evolution. We were once simple matter. We evolved and left the oceans,
left the African continent and began to explore, driven by the need to survive, we evolved to the point where we began to question ourselves and our surroundings. We became curious. We
evolved enough to create flying machines, manipulate nature, control our surroundings, and harness the power of earth for our own benefit. We evolved enough to leave the terraquious
globe to which we were tied for millions of years.
These footprints are immortalised, they are significant because they show progress. They are symbols of new beginnings. How then should architecture express progress? How does it
express presence?
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Review of precedents, notably Kubrick’s 2001 A Space Odyssey suggests the answer comes in the form of the straight line. So far as we know, there is no straight edge on the moon apart
from human relics from the Apollo missions of the 1960’s-70’s. The first architectural expression should not be organically shaped and camouflaged. The lunar architecture should be
confident in expression, it should be triumphant, after all this is architecture’s first ‘footprint’ on another surface other than earth.
But what of the zeitgeist of environmentalism that we live in today? We live in an age where subtlety is celebrated, where we are aware of our workings and negative impact on our planet,
why then should we ‘invade’ another planetary body with our works, should we not preserve it?
Of course we should preserve the lunar landscape. Of course architectural intrusion should be subtle. But subtlety does not mean concealing architecture. The post-war modernism
combined with brutalism and high-tech attitude of straight edged architecture seen in 2001 A Space Odyssey, blasting out of the lunar surface in its heavy materiality of steel, celebrated
the machine, celebrated magnitude and expressed the colonisation of the solar system by the human species. The time for this attitude has passed. But we can still celebrate our
accomplishment in a subtle yet confident way.
Nestled around a single crater, the architectural intervention will be insignificant in scale. The crater it will sit upon, will be one of many millions on the southern pole of a moon, one
quarter the size of its parent planet which itself is more than one million times smaller than its host star, the sun, sitting on the outskirts of a forgotten arm of the Milky Way galaxy made
of 300 billion other stars. Yet for all inhabitants of that parent planet, the pinprick on the ridge of that one crater will be of a significance immeasurable in scale. It will be a sign that they
have become a space faring species. For the first time in the epoch of man, they will look up at the moon, knowing that they now reside upon its surface.
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5.2

SITE:

Most site selections on earth take for granted the consistency of life-supporting elements.
Poetical qualities are promptly introduced. Sites blend seamlessly with creative intentions. For
the moon however, it is different. Life looks for life-supporting qualities. A strong functionalist
approach to site selection is required. A selective mind-set perhaps reminiscent of the earliest
settlers of foreign lands, looking to begin a new life.
There are four main categories that dictate the selection of a lunar site:
Temperature
Connectivity
Local and Foreign Supplies
Protection

Fig 5.1: Artists image showing a predicted future Moon base.
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5.2.1

Temperature:

Temperature and its variations have a phenomenal influence on lunar site selection. Comfort
is partly related to temperature. The equator of the moon experiences large temperature
shifts during the lunar day-night cycle (one lunar day is one month) that make earth seem
like an oasis. Temperatures as high as “1270C during the lunar day can plummet to -1730C
during the lunar night”27 on the equator. This variation in temperature was not an issue for
Apollo astronauts due to their brief visits; however, it is apparent that a mid-to-long term
stay could be negatively impacted by such a variation. Therefore the equator is unsuitable
to host a lunar base. The moon’s north and south poles however only have a lunar day-night
temperature variation of “-1760C during the lunar night to -730C”28 during the lunar day
making them much more supportive of a lunar base, machinery operation and occupant
comfort. With such large temperature variations, expansion and contraction of materials
becomes an issue. Initial consideration of materials and human comfort factors suggested
a site half way between one of the lunar poles and the equator to achieve warmer lunar
days, however this was found to be impractical due to the lack of available water reserves
discussed in the following section.
Additional research on this area of concern has revealed that the temperature variation,
whilst massive on the surface of the moon is very small beneath the surface. Once one
metre below the surface, a constant temperature of “-200C is found”29. By burying a
structure underground, the thermal expansion and contraction is reduced and other benefits
such as radiation and micrometeoroid protection become apparent. The same effect could
be achieved by burying a lunar architecture above-ground with loose regolith.
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Fig 5.2: Temperature variations for the equatorial and
polar regions of the moon. Note the extreme variation on
the equator. Apollo astronauts were not exposed to such
variations as they did not stay during the lunar day/night
transfer periods.

H: -73 0C
L: -176 0C
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5.2.2

SUPPLIES:

The location of architecture on the moon inevitably depends upon the accessibility of
supplies. Water is an essential component of life. For many years it was thought that
the moon lacked this essential ingredient for human survival, creating a logistical and
financial nightmare for lunar base designs. NASA proved this wrong in 1998. Through the
use of the Lunar Prospector Satellite, NASA detected “10 to 300 million tons of water ice
present on the lunar poles”27. More recent data has indicated between “1 and 10 billion
tons of water”28. With the existence of water on the moon, design possibilities are opened
due to the reduced need to transport water to the lunar surface which would occupy large
quantities of space inside spacecraft and dramatically alter the financial feasibility of such
a project.

period due to its position relative to the sun. This extended period of light has benefits in
terms of energy production, yet another quality that is lacking on the equator of the moon.
The light that reaches the southern pole of the moon is very different to that of earth. It
travels laterally with the surface creating a horizontal bias in sunlight and requiring solar
panels to be placed vertically to receive the tangential light traveling horizontally to the
site. The light is on an extremely shallow angle, providing almost constant light to some
areas, generating heat and energy whilst leaving other areas in perpetual darkness and
creating favourable conditions for water-ice reserves to eventuate especially within the
craters themselves. Benefits of these supplies will be further discussed throughout the
design development.

The concentration of the water-ice reserves on the moon is on the lunar poles. The existence
of such an essential resource reduces the feasibility of an equator-based architectural
intervention in favour of either a northern or southern polar base.
As well as water, a lunar base would also require power. This comes in the form of
light. The sunlight that reaches the surface of the moon is constant, intense and virtually
inexhaustible. The moon’s lack of atmosphere means that the sunlight is undisturbed when
it reaches the lunar surface resulting in up to 1.365kW/m² delivered to the surface. The
use of photovoltaic cells (solar panels) on a lunar base would generate enough power to
account for all of the operations conducted in the base and have enough reserves to last
through the lunar night. Due to lack of evidence and mapping regarding light conditions
on the northern pole of the moon, focus has been turned to the southern polar region.
The southern pole of the moon is illuminated more that 80 percent of the lunar day/night
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Fig 5.3: Sketch showing rough location of wate-ice reserves.
Located on both the northern and southern polar regions.
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Fig 5.4: This temperature image shows region
temperatures relative on the south pole. Red
areas are the hotttest, purple are the coolest.
The cooler regions are cold enough to allow
for the sequestering of water-ice. Shackleton
Crater (center of image) is the prime
candidate for large water-ice reserves.
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5.2.3

CONNECTIVITY:

Connectivity with earth is a design issue considered in site selection. The issue of communication
effectively cut the moon’s potential site locations in half. This is because, as Apollo astronauts in
orbit found, when passing behind the moon (so that earth is hidden from view) all communication
with earth was lost. This would continue to be the case unless multiple relay stations or satellites
are introduced. This would involve the introduction of multiple expensive vehicles orbiting the
moon, increasing costs dramatically. The far side of the moon is significantly more cratered
than the near side, harbouring very dangerous terrain that would make landings extremely
precarious. Therefore the far side of the moon is considered unsuitable for a lunar base.
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Fig 5.5: This image is a gravity
map of the moons far side. It’s
significant terrain differentiation
and multiple craters make it
difficult to access. Connectivity
to earth is also lost when passing
behind the moon.
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5.2.4

PROTECTION:

The earth’s atmosphere acts as a shield against many of the solar system’s hazards. Most
meteorites burn up on entry. Solar radiation particles are deflected by the earth’s magnetic
field, creating the northern and southern lights, aurora borealis and aurora australis. The
surface of the moon is a starkly dangerous contrast. Lack of a significant atmosphere
results in an increased vulnerability. Micro-meteorites the size of paint chips, travelling
faster than a speeding bullet can pierce a potential habitat, allowing the oxygen nitrogen
atmosphere to escape.
The moon is heavily cratered from a colossal bombardment of large meteorites from the
Kuiper Belt during the early stages of the solar system’s formation. With no significant
atmosphere to protect the moon, the result is a highly dangerous and vulnerable
environment. Whilst the risk of a large meteorite strike is greatly reduced since the solar
system is in a process of ‘settling down’ following its formation, micrometeoroids which
travel at velocities as high as 20 km/s are still a constant threat. A.Scott Howe and Brent
Sherwood state “As an example, a surface of about 150 m2 located on the moon is hit, on
average, by one micrometeoroid larger than 0.5 mm in diameter per year: a projectile that
size, impacting with an average velocity of about 13 km/s, excavates in aluminium alloy
material of [a] hypothetical lunar basis structure a crater with diameter larger than about
1.8 mm and depth greater than about 1 mm.”27

however highly dangerous. Ionising radiation has the ability to pass through materials and
devastate even the fittest of human beings. Occupants of a lunar base could suffer radiation
poisoning and the possibility of death. Yet occupants must receive sufficient vitamin D
from the sun to help their immune systems.
Here on earth we take for granted the constants in our lives. The magnificent colours of
nature. A gentle breeze crossing one’s face. The irrefutable ability to breathe air. These
enduring instances, among others, combine to create a level of comfort, security and
safety. Compared to the moon then, it seems like an oasis of incomparable ecstasy.

Additional to the threat of meteorite impacts is that of radiation. “The lunar surface is
subject to both electromagnetic and ionizing radiation. The electromagnetic radiation that
reaches the surface is helpful for the production of solar energy”28. Ionising radiation is
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Fig 5.6: Image of Russia’s Mir Space Station solar array after damage from space
debris and micrometeoroids. The speed of such small objects can have dramatic
consequences for a lunar base.
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Ionizing radiation

Fig 5.7: Diagram showing harmful ionizing radiation
from the sun hitting the moon. Note the radiation and
light travels laterally to the surface on the polar regions.
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5.2.5

SITE SELECTION:

Our moon, once a hive of volcanic activity (dormant volcanoes still reside on the far
side of the moon) is now a desolate and perilous satellite. No greens, reds or blues. No
glancing flashes of life. No gentle breeze or atmosphere from which to draw a breath.
There is arguably however the greatest view known to man. The view of a ‘tiny mote of
dust suspended in a sunbeam’. Home. This view is only possible from the moon’s polar
regions and near side, another reason against using the far side of the moon as a site for
architectural intervention.
Those who venture to the moon and eventually farther into the cosmos will leave the
relative comforts of earth, the loss of which will be great. It is the ultimate responsibility
of the architecture to which they migrate to evoke the contentment of the home they used
to have. The distant locations upon which these creations of man sit must contain the life
value now held by earth.
The chosen site for this lunar moon base then, is located on the rim of a crater, on the
southern polar region of the moon. The crater is named Shackleton Crater after the great
Antarctic explorer, Sir Earnest Shackleton, and has been mapped in depth by NASA who
have provided a topographical map and evidence of large water-ice reserves. The crater
itself is 19km wide and four times the depth of the Grand Canyon (4200m). The bottom
of the crater lies in perpetual darkness and has never experienced the warmth of the sun
due to the lateral sun angles mentioned above. This has allowed for the sequestering of
water ice.
The top of the crater the rim is in undisturbed sunlight for 80 percent of the lunar day (one
earth month) meaning that the sunlight can be harvested into energy that will be used to
power the lunar base. The energy provided to the base will be so large in quantity that it
will be able to power itself through the lunar night, before emerging into the rays of the
sun again to harvest more energy.
The area around the crater provides for landing and staging areas. Astronauts and supplies,

such as food and research equipment will be delivered during the early stages of the base’s
use until it can sufficiently cope for itself. In terms of protection from micrometeoroids
and solar radiation, no one place on the moon is currently known to be better than another.
This means that the architectural intervention on the lunar surface will need to manage
this.
After reviewing the aforementioned precedents and site information it has become
apparent that the very fabric of the moon and its conditions begin to change the functional
and aesthetic qualities of standard architecture dramatically. The intense site requirements
in the early stages of design suppress expressive aesthetic decisions and result in a strong
functionalist bias. Initial design has been focused on meeting site requirements through the
use of pre-fabricated units sent from earth. After reviewing these designs and their issues,
and comparing them with the goals of the brief it has been decided that a lunar architecture
must be:
•

Cost effective

•

Moveable

•

Modular

•

Responsive to the change in human condition when on the lunar surface.

The architectural solution begins to differ from earth-based architecture through these
four main categories of investigation. For the lunar architecture to be viable it must be
cost effective. Many factors contribute to cost, however this study will focus on the
possibilities of reducing delivery vehicle payload, instead opting to use lunar resources
rather than conventional materials if possible, hence reducing cost. For the architecture
to be truly useful from a scientific point of view it must be able to travel to different sites
of investigation. This required movement, coupled with the eventual size of the lunar
architecture due to the many perceived spatial requirements, means that it must have the
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ability to be broken down into smaller components and reconfigured, hence modularity is
introduced. All of these categories must then ultimately meet the needs of the occupants,
providing the functional characteristics of a lunar architecture whilst expressing extra
care to the needs of the human factor, through both physical and mental channels of
investigation.

Fig 5.8: A map of the moon. Advanced
mapping techniques have enabled
highly accurate maps of the lunar
surface
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Fig 5.9: A geological map of the lunar southern region. Different colours
annotate different geological conditions. Shackleton crater contains crater
material younger than most mare (materials made from volcanic activity
on the moon during its early stages of formation) material as well as basin
materials of diverse terrain and geological make-up. Of interest are the
unmapped areas near the crater. No geological samples have ever been taken
from this region of the moon.
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Fig 5.10: A zoomed in photographic orbital
map of the lunar south pole. Shackleton
Crater highlighted at center.
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Fig 5.11: (Above) A gravity map of Shackleton Crater. Red areas are
of higher terrain whilst blue represents areas with the lowest elevation.
See sections (right) for depth information. The blue square area shows
site location, the dashed blue line shows direction towards earth.
Fig 5.12: A Temperature map (left) of Shackleton Crater with adjacent
craters. Water-ice has been detected in the dark and light blue areas, a
highly important resource for any architectural intervention.
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Fig 5.13: (Above) Sketch explaining the lateral lighting effect of the sun at Shackleton Crater. Harmful ionizing radiation
travels with the light source and must be protected against via architectural intervention.
Fig 5.14: (Below) A Section of Shackleton Crater showing depth and width. The 4200m depth is equivalent the four times the
depth of the Grand Canyon.
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Fig 5.15: (Left) Contour map of Shackleton
Crater. Darker shaded areas are shadows
created by deep craters. The blue square
represents site location, with view towards
earth represented via a dashed blue line.
The site is located within the highlighted
area because it is one of the highest points
on the crater rim. This allows for maximum
sunlight intake as the sun rotates around
the site as well as unobstructed views of
earth.
Units on the X and Y axis are in kilometers.

Fig 5.16: (Opposite) A 3D generated
contour map of Shackleton Crater with
section below. Note the site position in
section enables an extra elevation of
approximately 200 meters when compared
to the opposite side. Dashed blue line
represents view towards earth.
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5.3 RESEARCH

TO BE CONDUCTED AT THE LUNAR BASE

As previously stated, the purpose of the architectural intervention is to design a research
facility that expresses both functional and aesthetic adjustments to the lunar condition. The
research to be conducted in the base itself will consist mainly of geology.
Why geology? The moon is 4.5 billion years old, almost the same age as our solar system
and the same age as earth. Shackleton Crater itself is 3.5 billion years old. The age of the
site provides a sample of the early solar system. We cannot find such areas of geological
interest on earth because of plate tectonics. The tectonic processes on earth have destroyed
most rock from that era, therefore, because there are no tectonic plates on the moon, the
rock samples have been preserved. This, combined with no significant atmosphere, means
that eroding of samples and damage due to earthbound processes have been reduced. The
study of lunar rock samples compared with samples from earth will give us clues to the
condition of the early earth’s crust and atmospheric conditions as well as the way the
conditions in space interact with rock samples. By studying the moon we study ourselves,
as we are able to use earth as a comparison for data collected.
One great mystery is how the moon got there. At one-quarter the size of earth, it is a
proportionally large moon that could not have been gravitationally captured by the earth
if it were passing by. Samples from the lunar surface provided by the Apollo missions
reveal that the isotopes found on the moon and earth are strikingly similar, suggesting that
the moon was once part of the earth. There are many theories as to how the moon became
separated, one is that the early earth was struck by a Mars-sized object, the debris then
coalesced into the modern-day moon. This theory can be proved or disproved by further
analysis of the moon, if there are significant samples with foreign chemical compositions
the theory will be more convincing. However no samples gathered from the Apollo
missions support this theory. Another more recent theory suggests that the earth exploded
when “a giant nuclear reactor deep inside the [earth’s] interior went supercritical…
detonating with the force of 11,000 Tsars [bombs], the explosion was enough to rip our

infant world wide open”34. By solving this mystery we will be able to more accurately
understand the formation of planets and moons. Research conducted at Shackleton Crater
will also provide information on asteroids. Samples from debris that have landed on the
moon will allow scientists to determine the chemical composition, age and region where
the foreign body came from before impacting on the surface.
The research facility will also investigate in-situ resource utilisation, mining and
manufacturing techniques for future missions to Mars and beyond. In addition to geological
investigation, the moon provides technological research opportunities. Erik Seedhouse
in his book ‘Lunar Outpost: The Challenges of Establishing a Human Settlement on
the Moon’ states that “the hostile environment of the moon, such as the radiation field,
reduced gravity and the ever-prevalent dust, are very similar to the conditions on Mars
and therefore offer a suitable test-bed to apply and evaluate technologies designed to deal
with such an environment.”35 The lunar architecture not only helps us learn about the earth,
moon and our solar system but also provides a crucial stepping stone towards Mars.

34
Stuart Clark, “The Day the Earth Exploded,” New Scientist, July 2013, 30.
35
Erik Seedhouse, Lunar Outpost: The Challenges of Establishing a Human Settlement on the Moon,
(New York: Springer-Verlag New York Inc., 2008), 20.
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Fig 5.17: The Earth collision theory can be more
accurately tested via a permanent outpost on
the lunar surface. Architecture can help us study
our past, whilst test prototype systems for food
production, life support, resource utilization and
propulsion systems for an eventual mission to Mars.
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5.4

COST AS A TRANSFORMER OF THE LUNAR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN:

One of the issues hindering human activities in space is cost. With current estimates putting
the price of transportation to the moon at $100,000 per kilogram36 something needs to be
done regarding the issue. With the privatisation of space after the shuttle programme ended
in 2011 prices are predicted to drop. ‘Space X’ founded by Telsa Motors owner Elon Musk
is currently testing fully reusable shuttle prototypes that cost a fraction of similar-sized
rockets that the European Space Agency (ESA) currently offer. Reducing rocket costs and
increasing effectiveness is one way to make a lunar architecture cheaper. However, there is
another method of cost reduction directly related to the field of architecture and therefore
relevant to this paper. How can the price of a lunar base be reduced through its material
elements?

Class 2: Prefabricated:

Before explaining the process of creating a cost effective architecture there must be an
understanding of the different categories of lunar construction and what category the
proposed architectural intervention is placed in. Potential lunar facilities are divided up
into three categories.

Class 3: In situ derived and constructed:

Class 1: Pre-integrated:

•

Assembled on site

•

Less restricted to launch-vehicle size or mass capability

•

Allows larger volumes to be Earth-manufactured

•

Requires assembly prior to operability

•

Critical subsystems are Earth-based and tested prior to launch

•

Some or all internal outfitting is done in space by Robotic and/or crew processes.

•

Not restricted to launch vehicle size or mass capability

•

Allows largest volumes manufactured in situ with space resources

•

Space-constructed and Space-tested

•

Earth-manufactured and constructed.

•

Requires Space manufacturing capability and infrastructure

•

Fully outfitted and tested prior to launch

•

Requires significant robotic and/or crew time for construction and completion

•

Space-delivered with immediate usability

•

Requires total integration of subsystems

•

Volume and mass limited to launch payload size and mass capability

•

All internal outfitting is done in Space

•

Critical subsystems are Earth-based and tested prior to launch

36
How Stuff Works, “What If We Lived on the Moon?” http://science.howstuffworks.com/what-ifmoon-colony1.htm (accessed April 26, 2013)

The architectural intervention proposed in this document is a Class 2 with some Class 3
elements. Early concept design was based on Class 1 design. Everything is constructed
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Fig 5.18: Previous habitat proposals for space
architecture have been dictated by payload dimensions,
cost and weight restrictions. In-situ resource utilization,
and smarter construction methods can free architecture
from these restraints.
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on earth before transportation to the moon. However investigation revealed that a Class 1
architecture is both constrictive in cost and space. Whilst this class is convenient because
of its immediate availability for use once on the lunar surface, it is unrealistic due to the
costs involved. It is also heavily constricted in terms of space by the rocket dimensions
and mass capabilities as well as life support systems taking up significant space within
each unit.
A Class 2 unit such as the one being proposed in this document would consist of an
inflatable layer which is deflated before launch, allowing for either a lighter launch mass
or more space for extra units and equipment. This results in a larger volume of usable
space (as its dimensions are not as heavily restricted by payload dimensions) once erected
on the lunar surface. Internal space must then be constructed on the lunar surface using
either robotic units or astronauts, though it is safer and more widely accepted that this
would be a robotic process controlled from earth in the same way the Curiosity rover is
controlled on Mars, minus the significant time delay in messaging control orders due to
the close proximity to earth of the moon in comparison to Mars. This will result in an
inflatable unit on the lunar surface which is then habitable, saving significant cost and
logistical issues. However this structure is then exposed to site conditions and threats
such as micrometeoroids, temperature variations and intense ionising radiation, so must
be protected. How can this be accomplished?
The answer comes in the form of 3D printing a shell of in-situ material around the
inflatable units. This in-situ construction is an element of a Class 3 habitat as it utilizes
Space manufacturing capabilities. Complete Class 3 proposals are largely non-existent
due to the sheer amount of unknowns and the need for technologies not yet developed to
such a level to enable an effective proposal. Class 3 units would effectively be a sealed
cave which has little architectural merit until significant manufacturing infrastructure
was built on the lunar surface to enable the production of complex building materials.
It is therefore concluded that an advanced Class 2 structure will allow for a realistic

platform for maximum architectural expression. Initial designs during the research stages
were focused on precast units, expensive, heavy and limited in their scope. However, by
transporting a rover unit to the surface of the moon equipped with a 3D printer rig and a
trigger reactant, the need to transport large bulky materials is greatly reduced. This has
had revolutionary effects on design. The 3D printer uses the lunar regolith (description
provided in the literature review) to mix with a reactant to begin printing. Current 3D
printers are able to print at 2-3metres per hour37. The ability to continuously print designs,
test them, and build a final product significantly lowers cost. All of a sudden cost effective
lunar architecture steps further into the realm of the possible. But how exactly would this
process be carried out?
After communication with the Netherlands’ material technology section of the European
Space Agency (ESA) regarding the architectural utilisation of 3D printing on the lunar
surface, the following construction solution is proposed. Firstly an inflatable unit is landed
on the lunar surface. This inflatable unit will be thinner and lighter than existing ones
as it will not require additional layers of protection due to it not being directly exposed
to the lunar conditions. A design file will then be sent to the rover from earth. The 3D
printing rig on the rover unit will print out the exterior shell of the module using the
in-situ regolith resource. The inflatable layer is then placed inside and inflated with
nitrogen transported from earth via canisters, pressurised and made functional with an
oxygen nitrogen atmosphere. An airlock unit and windows will be sewn and sealed into
the fabric of the inflatable layer on earth before payload delivery. Once this is complete
the space is functional and an additional layer of regolith or other material such as plastic
or metal (sent from earth in resin form to further reduce space consumption in the delivery
vehicle) can be printed inside to provide protection of the inflatable layer. Interior fit-out

37
Design Boom, “foster + partners to 3D print structures on the moon,” http://www.designboom.
com/architecture/foster-partners-to-3d-print-structures-on-the-moon/?utm_campaign=Sunday&utm_
medium=e-mail&utm_source=subscribers (accessed February 2, 2013)
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Fig 5.19: Original architectural designs revolved around Class 1 construction with occasional inclusion of inflatable units, these were considered inappropriate
after the realization of 3D printing capabilities.
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Fig 5.20: Before the realization of 3D printing as a suitable
construction method, most design concepts were designed in
accordance to the restrictions imposed by spacecraft and payload
delivery specifications.
This led to small spaces which required maximum usage of space.
The design on this page was intended to be a private quarter’s
module with modifiable internal space. The space consists of an
entry (1.), storage of clothing and personal belongings (2.), A
rotating ‘ring’ that is walked on for exercise (3.), this ring also has
the ability to rotate the bed/table section of the module (4.), next to
the window (5.). This modifiable space configuration can be seen
in the images to the left.
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such as wiring and other processes can then be completed by astronauts (or robotic units)
inside the pressurised unit without the constraints of a spacesuit. Depending on the design
and 3D printing mode, additional strengthening may be required to strengthen the unit.
These structural members may simply be more densely printed units made from the lunar
regolith. This process means that only resin and inflatable units as well as smaller base
construction materials such as wiring and power supplies will need to be transported to the
lunar surface as well as life support systems (see ‘The Human Factor – Services’).
During the early construction phases of the first module units, the nitrogen-oxygen
atmosphere required to breathe unaided will be provided by liquid oxygen tanks sent
from earth whilst the reactor system, used to produce oxygen in-situ, is installed (see The
Human Factor – Services). After this is installed, there is no longer a need to send oxygen
supplies to the base from earth.
The printed structure will be a closed cell structure in order to reduce the amount of material
required for the printing process and weight of the module when being transported, which
would ensure shielding from meteorites, radiation and thermal gradients. The closed cells
are eventually filled with loose, unprinted lunar regolith for additional protection.
The initial architectural design for this paper using only 3D printing methods required a
regolith wall thickness of 2000mm. However further research revealed the thickness of the
walls varies depending on which side faces the sun, which is due to the need for ionising
radiation protection. The architectural solution requires that some units are exposed for
aperture creation and lighting. The ESA in association with Alta and Fosters and Partners
state “solar wind, solar flares and galactic cosmic rays need extra shielding, which means
1500mm of regolith cover in the dominant direction of rays (in this study we considered
a polar location, thus most of the radiation comes laterally [toward] the outpost).”38

38

G. Cesaretti, 3D Printed Building Blocks Using Lunar Soil, Alta S.p.A, Executive Summary, May

Therefore only faces directly hit by sunlight and radiation require a thickness of 1500mm.
Subsequent research and investigation has further improved this construction method.
Previous design concepts in this study were produced under the impression that the 3D
printer would need the trigger/binder transported to it from earth, meaning that only the
most essential building elements would be produced in order to reduce the overall cost.
Cost estimates at the time of producing this paper indicate that it would cost approximately
$100,000kg to reach the moon. This cost means that even with the 3D printing method,
the functional and aesthetic qualities of the architecture are still greatly constrained.
After reviewing an executive summary of a NASA-related research project into 3D
printing it has become apparent that there is an alternative to binder supplies from earth
that yet again transforms the possibilities of the lunar architecture. The solution comes
in the form of 3D printing using microwave sintering. Rather than using binder, the 3D
printer uses microwave sintering which heats up the lunar regolith to just below melting
point (1200-15000C) this can be done even in a domestic microwave. At this stage the
material bonds together to produce a solid, ceramic-like material, which is printed using
contour crafting (the building up of layers upon each other).
This process, impossible on earth but possible on the surface of the moon, uses the ‘unique
properties of the lunar soil and the absence of an atmosphere. Microwave sintering creates
a solid building material similar to ceramics, purely by microwave heating of the dust.
Robots equipped with this technology could bake the lunar dust without any glue brought
from earth.’39 Also the immensely reduced cost (only paying for the transportation of the
printer as opposed to continuously supplying it with binder to mix with the regolith) opens

2012, 11.
39
Amy Frearson, “Space Architects plan 3D-printed Lunar Base”, http://www.dezeen.
com/2013/03/13/3d-printed-moon-base/ (accessed July 3, 2013).
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Fig 5.21: (Below) Images showing how the 3D printing process will take place. Regolith is sucked
into the rover, mixed with a binder and sent through the nozzle of the printer arm. The printer will
also be capable of 3D printing its own scaffolding to reach higher areas. Once this is complete an
inflatable layer is inflated inside and sealed. The space is now habitable.

Fig 5.22: (Below) An example of 3D printing using a lunar regolith simulant,
produced by the European Space Agency.
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up the possibilities of creating more expressive elements in the architecture.
We have here two slightly different methods for producing a solid material from the lunar
regolith, both of which have different final products. The sintering process produces a
relatively smooth ceramic finish whereas the 3D printing process can produce a variety of
differences. 3D printing works in what is called ‘resolution’. A high resolution is what is
used to produce detail; this is a slow process and is what is commonly used when producing
small models. Low resolution is a faster mode of 3D printing. There is a noticeable lack
of detail, however this enables the printer to produce the desired product much faster.
ESA proposals estimate that a 3D printer could print 2-3metres on the lunar surface. The
different printing methods of microwave sintering and 3D printing resolutions offer the
ability to gain a variety in finishes on each module.

Fig 5.23: Initial designs for expandable habitats using human power to inflate and change
shape (opposite left). Also included are alternative designs for radiation protection and
services using a concept called ‘Water Walls’ (see Appendix 1), as well as inflatable units
that plug into each other to expand interior space volume.
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Fig 5.24: (Right) Diagram showing how the inflatable unit will expand on the lunar
surface using a lightweight telescopic support structure. Note the compressed mode
1.) which allows extra storage space in the payload. This is something that previously
proposed Class 1 units are not capable of.

1.

2.

3.
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5.5

MOVEABLE UNITS:

The architectural intervention on the lunar surface located at Shackleton Crater on the
south pole of the moon will eventually run out of site research material, and other areas
of the lunar landscape will become more appealing. Some of these locations may be too
far away for an astronaut on EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity) to reach. This issue raises the
possibility of the architecture falling into disuse. One answer would be to simply print
and build more buildings. However this would require that more resin (for interior space
3D printing) and inflatable units be sent to the lunar surface, a highly costly practice.
The solution then is that the design becomes modular and moveable. Initial designs of
stationary buildings would be unfeasible, and would begin to result in the littering of
useless structures on the surface of the moon, something we already see on earth. By
making units modular, they can be built as needed and also be slotted into different layouts
required by the occupants. This introduction of modifiable space presents the possibility
of movement as well.
By making each 3D printed modular unit moveable the architecture once again transforms
itself. Rather than reprinting a lunar base at another location the entire building (or portions
of it if required) can be moved to other sites. This not only creates a further cost effective,
functional architecture but it means that the need to transport multiple vehicles for EVA
excursions is reduced significantly. The only robotic unit apart from the 3D printer would
be one which can lift and move potentially heavy modules. NASA has already produced
such a robotic unit called ATHLETE (All-Terrain-Hex-Legged-Extra-Terrestrial-Explorer)
capable of rolling over undulating terrain40 and specifically built for moving pressurised
habitats. This is the moon’s equivalent of a delivery truck and can transport units one
by one to a new location. Initial designs integrated the ATHLETE rovers’ functions into
them resulting in single units with their own transport capabilities. This however proved
incredibly complex in terms of the systems installed and the vast quantity of robotic
40
Erik Seedhouse, Lunar Outpost: The Challenges of Establishing a Human Settlement on the Moon,
(New York: Springer-Verlag New York Inc., 2008), 127.

units that would need to be transported to the surface of the moon, increasing cost. It has
therefore been determined that modules will be lifted and transported by a stand-alone
ATHLETE rover.
The mobility of such a structure however is limited by the lunar conditions and availability
of supplies. For example, the proposed architectural solution in its’ current state will
be appropriate for both the northern and southern polar regions, however, due to the
temperature variation levels at the equator it would be unsuitable as wall thicknesses are
not of sufficient thickness to resist variations on such a scale. Additional to this is the sun
angle that this architectural solution is designed for. The closer one moves towards the
lunar equator, the steeper the angle of light becomes. This means window locations and
lighting methods (see ‘light’) become unsuitable. The stepper sun angle also impacts the
availability of resources. Shackleton Crater was chosen as the site for this project due to its
resource availability, specifically water-ice. Whilst there are reserves of water ice scattered
throughout the northern and southern polar regions, aiding module movement potential,
there are no detected reserves on the equator. This is due to the sun angle, because it is
steeper, there are less permanently shaded and cooled areas to allow for the sequestering
of water-ice.
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Fig 5.25: Initial design for moveable portions of the lunar
architecture with built-in transport system.
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Fig 5.27: Selected mode of transportation for the lunar architecture
based on the ATHLETE unit developed by NASA. Modules are
placed on top of the transport platform which has the ability to
split into two in order to pick up and drop off units. Below is a
diagram of the pickup/drop-off method.
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Fig 5.26: Diagram showing the range of mobility for the lunar architecture. The red zones indicate the approximate limit of movement within them before the architecture is impacted
negatively by environmental effects. The limit has been determined by the change in light and radiation angle, indicated by dashed black lines. This change will disturb lighting methods
(see ‘Light’) so that the integrated lighting systems will no longer be appropriate for the conditions. Additional to these factors are temperature variations and water-ice reserves.
Temperature variations will be more pronounced on the equator (H: 127 0C L: -173 0C) resulting in a need for different wall designs to cope with the dramatic change and keep the interior
spaces habitable. Water-ice reserves have only been detected on the polar regions of the moon. Any equatorial architecture would require water deliveries from earth which would result
in major cost increases.
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5.6

HUMAN MOVEMENT:

Movement on the moon is a very different enterprise when compared to movement on
earth. “Lunar architecture must accommodate a larger scale of human movement than we
are used to on earth… the stride of a natural human gait in lunar gravity will be longer
and rise higher. Note that the side-to-side, bounding gait used by Apollo astronauts was
likely caused by their rigid, bulky spacesuits rather than lunar gravity”41. The change in
human locomotion suggests a need for the modification of conventional spatial properties.
Changes in movement are largely due to the reduction of gravity on the lunar surface (1/6
of earth’s gravity 1.62 m/s2) which was studied by NASA during the Apollo programme.
In the footage of the Apollo landings, we see astronauts drifting along the surface. As
clumsy as they are, they seem, for a moment, to fly. What is often overlooked is that
the space suits themselves were heavy, cumbersome units with very low dexterity. “The
Apollo suit, including the life support backpack, weighed about 180 pounds [81.6kg]”42.
On the surface of the moon this would weigh 13kg. However once a suit is removed in the
safe enclosure of a moonbase, dexterity increases and weight is greatly reduced. This new
paradigm of movement leads to the ability to leap to great heights around six metres from
the ground when attempting a high jump. Maximum ceiling heights therefore must be
approximately 6000mm. Minimum vertical dimensions are also dependent on the altered
human locomotion, “a body inclination of 20–45 degrees and walking/running speed of
1.25–4m/s imply 2.5m headroom clearance might be necessary for normal habitation
areas. As speed increases, body inclination increases to compensate for reduced ground
friction”43. It is intended that the architectural intervention on the lunar surface varies to

41
A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood, Out of this World: The New Field of Space Architecture,(AIAA,
2009), Ebrary e-book. (accessed August 1, 2013).
42
NASA, “Space Suit Evolution From Custom Tailored To Off-The-Rack”, last modified March 13,
2013, http://history.nasa.gov/spacesuits.pdf
43
A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood, Out of this World: The New Field of Space Architecture,(AIAA,
2009), Ebrary e-book. (accessed August 1, 2013).

accommodate both freedom of movement in certain areas as well as constricted movement
and varied ceiling heights to create familiarity to earthbound architectural normality to
accommodate the human psychological factor (see ‘Human Psychological Factor). On
earth our limbs move in parallel planes relative to earth’s gravity vector. NASA found that
“simulation of a reduced gravity field is produced by inclining the test subject relative to
this vector so that the gravity component in the plane of movement is equal to the desired
value.”44 This enabled NASA researchers to conduct experiments on human movement on
the moon. The findings suggest an increase in vertical movement, difficulty maintaining
balance, inefficiency in earthbound running techniques, less grip on surfaces (dependent
on surface type and footwear), difficulties climbing stairs at speed and the ability to climb
ladders and poles with one arm. These findings impact the architectural design of the
entire lunar base. One main area of concern is hallways or tube structures that connect
different areas of the base together. Initial designs were cylindrical however a rounded
or curved space with smooth edges would be restrictive to efficient movement. Imagine
if you will, you are moving throughout the lunar base at speed using the most efficient
method of movement, hopping. The space itself is a curved, circular hallway. As you
move horizontally at speed you continuously need to readjust your angle to move through
the space or you will continuously come into contact with a wall when you intercept the
circumference. Every time you come into contact with the wall, the curvature requires you
to mentally compute constant variations of the surface relative to your trajectory as you
approach it, as there is no consistent surface condition. This makes movement difficult and
the potential of twisted limbs and other injuries is increased dramatically.

44
NASA Langley CRGIS, “Reduced Gravity Simulator for Study of Man's Self Locomotion”, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=gE6OIUXAaCM (accessed March 19, 2013).
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Fig 5.28: Section view of the cylindrical structure, the curved wall surface is inappropriate
for occupants due to the nature of the curved surface. The curvature requires occupants to
continuously calculate the contact moment, making correction difficult.

Fig 5.29: In this cut away image of a circular structure we see
the locomotion of occupants represented by the black, dashed
line. Note the inconvenient contact with the circumference of the
structure. A circular plan is inappropriate for a lunar architecture
due to this constant contact.
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After developing the shape of the modules from their initial cylindrical form, a much
more effective layout has been discovered. Utilisation of the straight edge is essential.
The difficulty of movement means that it would be more beneficial for occupants to make
the curved space hexagonal (octagonal, and other non-circular forms would serve this
purpose as well), both in plan and section. This allows a series of straight ‘hallways’ in
which the locomotion of the occupant is not hindered as with a circular shape. This creates
six junctions upon which direction is changed, rather than a continuous curve. At each of
these junctions it now becomes possible to bounce off the wall using one of the flat, angled
surfaces provided by the hexagonal geometry, resulting in faster and more comfortable
movement through the space. This also applies with any angular shape containing straight
thoroughfare and corners.

Fig 5.31: These three images show
the areas of each shape that enable
directional correction for occupants
if they come into contact with a wall.
Note the circular shape provides
multiple areas for correction, this is
countered by the awkwardness of the
curved surface.

Initial research found that human occupants can jump up to six metres under their own
power when no spacesuit is worn on the lunar surface. This requires that spaces where
this movement is encouraged should provide spatial qualities that do not hinder freedom
of movement.

The
traditional
earthbound
rectangular shape provides only four
areas of correction. If occupants
were to come into contact with a
wall, they would have to drop to the
ground, stopping before continuing
movement through the structure.

Fig 5.30: Image describing how to simulate the reduced gravity environment on
earth by changing body angle to reduce the gravity vector.

The hexagonal shape provides
six correction platforms. These
angled surfaces mean there is no
contact with a vertical wall that
stops movement, as is the case
with the rectangular form. It also
provides correction platforms that
are not awkward to use as with the
cylindrical form.
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Fig 5.32: This section of the hexagonal structure shows six angled surfaces. Each
of these flat, angled areas will provide comfortable contact moments for occupants
moving through the lunar architecture in reduced gravity.

Fig 5.33: In this cut away image of a hexagonal structure we see
human locomotion represented by a dashed, black line. Note the
movement of occupants comes into contact with the edges of the
form only at the corner junctions. This provides more comfortable
travel through the area due to the series of straight passages and
corners with angled surfaces to provide correction when changing
direction, rather than a curved surface.
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5.8

Differentiation of Internal Space

The hexagonal shape is the most suitable form for the modular architecture. However
a variation in form is needed to act as a beacon of direction and place. For this reason
the movement hallways and other areas of the architecture are to be a different shape
to provide a physical indication of place. The form however, must still accommodate
interlocking units. The solution is to change the physical proportions of the hexagonal
form in certain areas of the design. This alteration of specific units means that the
geometry still aids movement with multiple platforms to land and bounce off whilst
conserving the geometric consistency of the form and providing a sense of location. The
result of changing the physical proportions means reducing the height of the space but
still providing for movement. Initial design solutions were to ‘stretch’ the proportions
of the hexagon, however this resulted in a reduction in the modularity of the design due
to the stretched units offsetting the regular hexagonal units, therefore making consistent
hatch alignment impossible. It was not truly modular. In order to be consistent with the
modularity of the design whilst also creating a differential between spaces the introduction
of ‘half hexagon’ units becomes suitable. Hexagonal units cut along the horizontal axis
halfway up the shape create a different spatial feel whilst retaining the ability to be stacked
up and remain modular. Two halves may be connected and accessed via a floor hatch
allowing occupants to descend into the module below, or leap into the one above creating
further movement routes throughout the architectural intervention.
Vertical movement modules may be of a different geometric shape so long as they provide
connections to the ends of modules. Multiple design sketch processes were carried out to
find a shape that would suit the need for connection to the ends of the hexagonal modules
whilst providing a change of interior space. This included the investigation of the cylindrical
form again. This time however it was not lain horizontally, but oriented vertically. For the
production of internal space variations of geometric form, it was decided that a cylindrical
form, although not suitable for horizontal modules, would be appropriate. The cylindrical
form is still of practical use when used for vertical movement. When moving in a vertical

direction the cylindrical interior will provide objects similar to handholds on rock climbing
walls to grab and leap from. The rounded surface also creates the ability to place hatches
(to connect to the hexagonal module ends) on any area of the circumference, creating the
ability to have ‘kinked’ axes of directional movement throughout the lunar architecture.

Fig 5.42: A sketch describing the movement between modules, Using the stretched hexagon form
in conjunction with standard hexagonal modules.
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Fig 5.43: (Above) A sketch describing the movement between modules. Note the dead space
created by the stretched hexagonal units. This also reduces the modularity of the design. For this
reason the stretched hexagonal unit was removed from the design.
Fig 5.44: (Left) Images describing the
cylindrical vertical movement units. Whilst
not suitable for horizontal movement due to
its curvature, the cylinder is suited for vertical
movement as it only needs to provide objects to
assist vertical locomotion. The curvature also
allows for the placement of hatches on any
area of the circumference creating a platform
for changes of axis throughout the lunar
architecture.
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Fig 5.45: This image was the result of a visual experiment, attempting to achieve the symmetry of 2001 A Space
Odyssey using the geometry that resulted from the human movement and modularity research. Whilst visually
appealing, the stretched hexagon seen here was removed as it was not consistent with the modularity findings.
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Fig 5.46: Additional to internal space variation of the horizontal and vertical movement spaces is the variation of movement within specific modules.
Some modules are divided depending on space requirements. Below is an example of small inflatable units that can connect to the side hatches to
provide more space variation as well as alternative directions of movement throughout each module.
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5.7

Geometry of the Modular Design

The geometry of each module is largely dependent on two main architectural factors.
These are modularity and human movement. As the architecture needs to be modular
and moveable, it must be able to be separated into smaller units to be transported and
have the ability to be assembled in different configurations. This requires a consistent
geometry throughout the design. Initial designs inspired by existing precedents resulted
in cylindrical designs; these however are unsuitable when tested against modularity and
human movement research. When a cylindrical module similar to the Horizontal Cylinder
Concept (HCC) discussed in the precedent survey is used, the modularity possibilities
are heavily constrained. This is because modular connection is primarily reduced to the
horizontal plane due to connections only being on the ‘front’ and ‘back’. It is possible
to add further connections on the circumference of the cylindrical module, however this
results in dead space between units being created and a structurally unstable geometric
stacking relationship. The cylindrical interior is also inconsistent with the findings of the
human movement study. If an occupant jumps through the interior and their trajectory
takes them toward a ‘wall’ surface, they will need to correct themselves using a curved
surface, which means an awkward ‘correction’ platform is created due to the surface
curvature of the cylinder. For these two reasons the cylindrical module form is unsuitable
for a lunar architectural intervention.
As mentioned above, the spatial implications of the reduced gravity environment require
that angled surfaces are present to aid movement. This led to the exploration of many
polygonal shapes. Of these shapes the selection was reduced to two: the hexagon and
the octagon. Both provide the angled surfaces to provide safe, fast movement; however
the need for units to be modular became a dictating factor in the selection of one shape.
By placing octagonal units together we continuously find that we create square areas and
the units do not interlock as well as hexagonal units therefore creating dead space. The
hexagonal unit can be interlocked with other hexagonal and ‘half-hexagonal’ units at the
halfway point in the geometric shape without creating additional dead space. This reduces

the height of the form when compared to the geometric interlocking of the octagonal
form. For this reason it is required that the module shapes be hexagonal. The octagonal
interlocking method also creates dangerous loads, and the dead space between stacked
units means that the vertical load is countered by the angled surfaces that slip on each
other, pushing the side units outwards. A hexagonal stacked geometry leaves no dead
space and loads are supported between each module.
With the modular design as it is, the hatch connections between full hexagonal units and
half hexagonal units mean that some of the modules when connected along the horizontal
plane are raised above the ground in order to align the connections. This means that a
support structure needs to be introduced. Initial designs proposed to utilise the landing
struts of lunar lander modules (LLM) that are left on the surface when the upper stage
of the landing craft jettisons back into lunar orbit after delivering payloads. This idea
however required a higher number of alterations to the struts and would create a complex
and dangerous task when disassembling the lander module struts.
After investigation into lunar materials that were able to be utilised, it was discovered
that there are large quantities of iron among other metals on the lunar surface. “There is
absolutely no reason whatsoever that a robotic rover with a magnet could not pick up a
minimum of 100 kilograms per hour of this meteoric metal. This can be done without any
of the exotic chemicals or other methods of separating metals from their oxides on the
moon.”45 This metal can then be melted using either concentrated sunlight via a fresnal
lens or using a parabolic mirror. Once the metal has been melted inside a vacuum induction
furnace within the rover, it will be poured into a 3D printed/sintered mold and left to
solidify. These individual members can then be interlocked using pin-type connections
and made structurally sound using cables delivered from earth.

45
Dennis Ray Wingo, “Slaying Sacred Space Cows” http://moonandback.com/2012/07/09/24401/
(accessed September 03, 2013)
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Fig 5.34: Initial designs were focused on being habitable. When the decision was
made for the architectural intervention to become modular the design underwent
significant changes to meet a level of high modularity. The existing form at the
time of the design change was modular only on the horizontal plane.
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Early designs resulted in a structure that had a layered effect, the module in the middle was
supported underneath by the iron structure and covered over the top with a microwave
sintered ‘roof’ structure to provide additional micrometeoroid protection. This however
seemed from an architectural standpoint to be three separate elements rather than one
cohesive package.
As a result of this aesthetic issue the structure underneath was extended up the sides
of the module and combined with the roof structure. This creates a structural element
that doesn’t place additional loads on the modules contained within it, meaning that
the modules can be removed from the support structure and placed elsewhere without
the delicate process of removing the roofing structure beforehand. When the lunar
architecture is removed from the site the support structure can both be dismantled and
moved or, as intended, remain as an architectural ‘footprint’ similar to the footsteps left
by Apollo astronauts during the 1960s-70. This is, after all, architecture’s first footprint
on a celestial body other than earth.

Fig 5.35: Diagram showing the
production of dead space when
connecting octagonal units.

Fig 5.36: Diagram showing the
modularity of the hexagon. The half
hexagon spaces at the bottom can be
filled with half-hexagonal modules.
These provide strength to the form as
well as remaining modular and able
to be re-configured.

Fig 5.37: A series of sketches (opposite) showing modularity, production of dead space
and directional loads on units. These sketches show the need for a hexagonal geometry
for the modular architecture. Above these sketches are developed modules based on the
modularity and human locomotion study. These modules are constructed using the method
discussed earlier in this document (see ‘Cost as a Transformer of the Lunar Architecture’).
Each unit contains six connections, two on each end and four on the angled surfaces of
the geometry, half hexagonal units have a hatch on the top and bottom. Due to the reduced
gravity environment of the moon, there is no need to restrict doors and transition areas at
the intersection of floor and wall planes (left).
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Fig 5.38: An example of the initial design for module support structures. This concept was static and constructed using the 3D sintereing method.
This concept was deemed unsuitable once the decision was made to make the lunar architecture mobile.
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Fig 5.40: A support structure using recycled Lunar Lander Module (LLM) elements. This
was investigated further and deemed to be too dangerous for astronauts or robotic units
to carry out due to the eventual instability of the LLM and time of exposure on the lunar
surface.

Fig 5.39: Initial support structure design was focused on
protection from micrometeoroids and had little regard for
mobility. This resulted in static, unchangeable forms (top).
This meant that when the lunar architecture needed to be
moved, these would have to stay behind, and the process
of construction begun again on a new site. This led to the
design of structures that could become mobile.

Fig 5.41: A revised support structure for modules developed from the LLM construction
concept (above). This structure capitalizes on the iron detected in the lunar regolith.
This is put into a smelter and poured into a mold which then produces the construction
elements. The large roof overhangs are to protect from micrometeoroids.
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Fig 5.47: The first human to enter space, Yuri Gagarin.

5.9

HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOR:

‘As children, we fear the dark. The unknown troubles us. Anything might be out there.
Ironically it is our fate to live in the dark. Head out from the earth in any direction you
choose, and after an initial flash of blue, you are surrounded by darkness, punctuated here
and there by the faint and distant stars.’46

of long-duration space missions. The mission was ‘intended to run for ten months from 6
March 1994, however, there were arguments both with the management team and within
the ‘crew’ of biosphere, which resulted in deliberate vandalism and several people leaving
so the mission was aborted after six months.’47

During the design process, one of the profoundly difficult issues encountered was the
layout of spaces for a lunar architecture. Initial planning used function and accessibility
as guidelines. However this resulted in underwhelming designs. Further research was
undertaken into what main issues should dictate the planning process. By researching
long-distance spaceflight simulations that have been conducted on earth as well as crew
conditions in nuclear submarines, human psychology was established as the dominant
issue. How could a lunar architecture cater for the human mind?

The answer to such problems comes in the form of organisation of modules and their
interiors in accordance with social implications. Spatial qualities must be determined for
different kinds of interaction and for privacy. The best layout for a lunar base then, is not a
linear ‘line’ as previously proposed in the initial design phase. Instead a staggered or multilevel layout as discussed regarding Concordia Station (see precedent study) should be
used. This provides more creative spatial potential. The staggered spatial organisation has
the ability to create a mental sense of separation that does not rely on physical distance, but
on the idea of distance. Proceeding around a corner or series of corners and spaces gives
the sense of progression away from the original point of location; this mental and physical
barrier then provides separation between occupants and provides a sense of scale. The
separation of spaces into ‘loud zones’ and ‘quiet zones’ as seen in the Concordia Station
(see precedent survey) is also of benefit. The division of spaces into noise dependent zones
offers an architectural solution which heightens occupant mood, sense of others through
the knowledge of what zone they are in and an ability to be loud when others are sleeping
by relocating to another area of the building. A. Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood in their
book Out of this World: The New Field of Space Architecture outline the requirements of
private spatial configurations for missions’ dependent on duration. “The longer the mission,
the greater the need for crew privacy and recreation. Increasing crew size increases the
need for provisions for solitude, increases the complexity of human interactions, and adds
social structure.”48 Howe and Sherwood suggest spatial requirements by considering the

Occupants of a lunar architecture will be exposed to month-long day-night cycles far
removed from earth. The blue sky that we witness daily on earth will become but a
memory as the moon is enveloped in an endless darkness. Occupants will essentially be
locked inside for up to six months with the ever-present possibility of death just beyond
the wall of the lunar base. Not only will occupants be locked inside, but they will be in
contact with other occupants for almost the entire time spent on the surface of the moon.
Such circumstances provide a “creative” platform for interpersonal conflict.
One of the main issues in psychological studies is that when contained in tight spaces
for extended periods of time, occupants can easily develop a dislike for others. This
issue was accentuated in numerous studies conducted on earth. One such study was that
of ‘Biosphere 2’, a structure designed to be an artificial, enclosed ecological system in
Oracle, Arizona by Space Biosphere Industries. After its completion in 1991, it was used
for a number of missions during which people were locked inside to investigate the effects
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Reid Grower, “Sagan Series”, http://saganseries.com/ (accessed March 6, 2013).
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psychological and physiological aspects of space travel. The shuttle missions had private
spaces that were occupied by the crew using a ‘rotation policy’ as there was no need
for multiple personal spaces and little requirement for recreation areas due to the short
duration of the missions. For short-to-mid-term occupation on a mission lasting up to six
months as is intended with the proposed architectural intervention, “crews require private
personal quarters for sleeping and private recreation (e.g., reading and communicating
with relatives on earth) and more volume for grooming and personal hygiene. Crews on
such missions tend to work standard shifts, resulting in more volume needed for dining,
recreation, exercise, and meeting areas.”49 This architectural approach is further reinforced
by Christopher Alexander in ‘A Pattern Language’. Alexander’s Intimacy gradient PL:
# 127 describes the process of separation and how this creates a heightened sense of
intimacy and privacy, enabling architecture to provide a degree of separation through
spatial organisation without relying on size.
Studies of the human psychological factor in nuclear submarines and Antarctic stations
have provided findings of relevance to lunar base designs regarding the mental states of
occupants. Findings from these studies include heightened mental symptoms of ‘anxiety,
depression, insomnia and hostility.’50 This is further heightened in space when small
factors such as showering with a sponge and larger issues such as prolonged radiation
exposure are present and play on the mind regularly. This further reinforces the need for
personal space and a heightened sense of security and safety from the hazards of space
through architectural devices.
The idea of spatial separation due to conflict or a need for isolation is only one issue. There
must also be revitalising spaces for socialisation, rest and relaxation. One of the most aweinspiring moments of the lunar base will be the view of earth. The image of ‘earthrise’

2009), Ebrary e-book. (accessed August 1, 2013).
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A.Scott Howe and Brent Sherwood, Out of this World: The New Field of Space Architecture,(AIAA,
2009), Ebrary e-book. (accessed August 1, 2013).
50
Erik Seedhouse, Lunar Outpost: The Challenges of Establishing a Human Settlement on the Moon,
(New York: Springer-Verlag New York Inc., 2008), 152.

Fig 5.48: Initial planning looked into the way of which zeppelins’ and nuclear-submarines
have been planned due to their compact planning nature and focus on a central axis of
thoroughfare.
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Fig 5.50: Different modules have different internal layout dependent on function and the need for separation.
This plan and section looks at double levels modules and the multiple hatch connections available for use.

Fig 5.49: A Zeppelin inspired planning method was implemented in
the early stages of spacial organization but was made redundant when
modularity was introduced.

Fig 5.51: Location of units are established through consideration of noise
levels and function. Work space is separated from private quarters whilst
louder areas such as kitchen and power generators are separated from
both of these.
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taken by Apollo 8 is one of the most reproduced photographs in history. Something speaks
to a part of each of us when we see an image of the earth. A point of pale blue light
suspended in perpetual darkness. The images gained by Apollo 8 and later, in 1990, by the
Voyager Spacecraft looking at earth from Saturn are arguably some of the most conscience
raising images of all time. It is apparent that each of us becomes so entrapped and inwardly
focused on daily life that we almost forget where we are. An image like that taken by
Apollo 8, seen from the moon, provides a rare window of self-realisation, scale and awe
through which we can momentarily escape. This view must be capitalised on. Combined
with light angles and a sharper contrast between light and shadow in Space this will create
a highly evocative area for reflection. This space can then be made more powerful through
the spatial separation mentioned earlier to create a perceived sensation of distance between
other areas of the lunar base and this almost monumental architectural space.
As discussed above, mental separation is key in a lunar architecture. The planning of
spaces is dependent on social structure and organisation. There may arise however,
situations where large physical separation is needed. This need for physical separation is
perhaps what was required during the ‘Biosphere 2’ mission mentioned above. Aggressive
occupants must be separated by physical barriers. One simple answer is for occupants to
retreat into private quarters where they are able to close a hatch and be alone. Another
option is to add an additional module to the design that is isolated from the main structure
of the building. Occupants who feel threatened may retreat to this module. The process
of suiting up, conducting an EVA, entering a module, pressurising and un-suiting is a
process that would take over one hour. This hassle could possibly calm down occupants
upon realising the magnitude of the task and cause them to refrain from physical harm.
Alternatively the additional module could be used as a private retreat for occupants during
time off work-related activities. This module will provide the notion of ‘leaving’ the
workspace, creating a sense of escape. This will be a zone of contemplation.
A sense of freedom for the design of the ‘contemplation module’ was sought. A form
that was different from the hexagonal modules, both in geometry and materiality, was
intended to create a greater sense of escape from the lunar base. By reviewing the Apollo

Fig 5.52: Different module sizes
and layouts create different levels of
intimacy and separation.
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Fig 5.53: This plan looks into the creation of ‘loops’ (green line) as a
way of separating space and providing multiple options for reaching a
location. Positioning of services are also tested to allow for re-supply of
water resources, solar intake, etc.

Fig 5.54: Positioning of services spaces with regard to safety and resupply are evaluated. An axis of public utilities and private areas is also
established.
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Fig 5.56: Farnsworth House

missions it was found that the only sense of escape from the cramped lander module that
the astronauts occupied for long periods of time came via the astronauts’ spacesuit.
An astronauts’ space suit is the window through which they see the lunar surface. It
provides the life-support capabilities and limited dexterity and is the closest they come
to walking unaided along the surface. This has been used as an influence on the design
of the contemplation module. What if the contemplation module provided the freedom of
walking unaided along the lunar surface?
Our bodies have evolved within earth’s atmosphere, they have evolved on earth, for earth.
Whenever we venture outside of the confines of our planet we must place ourselves in
habitats that mimic the biological and environmental conditions of earth, whether this be
in a spacecraft or spacesuit. A common complaint with spacesuits regards their limited
dexterity. They are so self-contained and large that they are referred to as spacecraft in
their own right. Whilst there have been progressive variations of space suits, there are still
issues.
Due to the construction and design of spacesuits, they only have limited vision, a visor is
fixed within the helmet which itself has no rotation function, if an astronaut wishes to look
slightly behind themselves they must completely reorient their space suit. An architectural
space that creates a sense of being outside with full dexterity, whilst providing protection,
would be as close to walking on the lunar surface unaided as humanly possible.
To convey a feeling of unprecedented exposure to the lunar surface in the absence of
a spacesuit the design of a contemplation or freedom zone must be transparent. As the
space is focused on personal reflection and the surrounding lunar landscape, it must also
be devoid of architectural decoration. A modernist ideal is introduced. One example of
architecture that blurs boundaries between exterior and interior in an aesthetic method
is Mies Van Der Rohe’s Farnsworth House. The majority of the exterior façade is
transparent due to the use of large glass panes from floor to ceiling. “The dominance of
a single, geometric form in a pastoral setting, with a complete exclusion of extraneous
elements normally associated with habitation, reinforces the architect’s statement about

Fig 5.55: Multiple entry/exit areas must be provided to allow for escape
in the event of a disaster.
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the potential of a building to express “dwelling” in its simplest essence.”51 The simplicity
of geometric expression is something that has been discussed throughout the precedent
survey regarding 2001 A Space Odyssey. However, Stanley Kubrick uses simple geometry
in conjunction with a high-tech aesthetic commonly associated with Space travel. This is
where contrast between the high-tech Space travel geometry of Kubrick and the simple
geometry of Mies Van Der Rohe’s Farnsworth House happens. With Kubrick’s 2001 A
Space Odyssey, internal spaces express the brutalism of the machine, and the high-tech
association with space. Mies Van Der Rohe differs from this as “every physical element
[is] distilled to its irreducible essence. The interior is unprecedentedly transparent to the
surrounding site, and also unprecedentedly uncluttered in itself. All of the paraphernalia of
traditional living-rooms, walls, doors, interior trim, loose furniture, pictures on walls, even
personal possessions – have been virtually abolished in a puritanical vision of simplified,
transcendental existence.”52

therefore it will only be able to be manufactured after the lunar base has been constructed,
and the equipment installed. Services for the contemplation zone will need to be located
beneath the floor slab to maintain the simple geometry and transparency of the form.
Entering the contemplation module will also require the introduction of a pressurisation
area for space suit docking and suit-up area. These will also need to be located beneath
the floor slab to maintain the transparency and simplicity of the transparent form as well
as the feeling of standing, unaided on the lunar surface. Whereas Mies Van Der Rohe’s
Farnsworth House exposes structure and features, reduced to their simplest functional
form, the same cannot be achieved on the lunar surface due to the complexity of each
required unit, therefore they must be concealed in order to achieve the visual principle
initially sought. However, the resulting design conveys the freedom of the space suit, yet
enhances it by providing dexterity and sightlines not determined by the spacesuit but by
the astronauts themselves.

Conditions on earth are obviously very different to those on the lunar surface. How is it
possible to achieve a simple geometric form that is both transparent and safe and conveys
a sense of freedom on the lunar surface? The glass itself will need to be lead lined so as
to protect from ionising radiation from the sun. Its thickness will need to be 400mm to
protect from micrometeorite impacts and the internal space will need to have a floor based
extractor fan that removes heated air from the interior as it is heated by the sun whilst
also providing cold, breathable air. This glass will be extremely difficult to transport to
the lunar surface. It is possible however to manufacture glass on the lunar surface using
the lunar regolith, due to its chemical make-up. Aluminosilicate glass is the easiest to
manufacture on the lunar surface as the regolith contains silicon, aluminum, magnesium
and calcium among others. This glass type also has a low thermal expansion coefficient.
This process requires the establishment of infrastructure to melt and make the glass,
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Farnsworth House, “Farnsworth House History” http://www.farnsworthhouse.org/history.htm
(Accessed September 10, 2013)
52
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Fig 5.57: An x-ray image of an astronaut helmet.
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Fig 5.58: Because an astronaut helmet cannot rotate, when the
occupants head moves, their field of vision is restricted by the
side of the helmet. An architectural intervention can remove this
constraint providing a 360 degree field of undisturbed vision.

Fig 5.59: Section of contemplation zone with entry area hidden underground.

Fig 5.60: Plan view of contemplation zone with solar protection screen
represented by a blue line. This would be fixed on every face and able to
be hidden by pushing downwards and into the floor slab.

Fig 5.61: Adjustable screen for protection from solar glare.
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5.10

Fig 5.62: The moons surface is made up of grey,
white and black, with only slight shades of orange
colouring in certain areas.

Colour:

Additional to the spatial separation of the lunar architecture for mental wellbeing is
the introduction of colour into space. The use of colour in architecture is commonly
overlooked, its importance forgotten. The primary colours that humans react to are in
our earth environment, therefore they complement the architecture. Nowhere is colour
in architecture more important than on the surface of the moon. The lunar surface is grey
and white against the black void of space. The period of stay (six months) in a grey/black
environment could have detectable psychological impositions on occupants. “Colour
is a sensory perception, and as any sensory perception, it has effects that are symbolic,
associative, synesthetic, and emotional.”53 Scientific analysis has found that colour mood
associations are consistent across many cultures and individuals. In many science fiction
mediums we find that the predominant colour used is white. The colour white is often
associated with purity, sterility, vastness and empty space, a sort of nod towards the
dominant scientific association with space travel. The use of white in science fiction films
tends to suggest high-tech, but very little humanity. Whilst science is the main design
driver and function of the architectural intervention, the core issue is the wellbeing of the
inhabitants. Colour can reinforce the transition of one space to another both physically
and mentally (meaning the different moods of spaces). “The impression of a colour and
the message it conveys is of utmost importance in creating the psychological mood or
ambiance that supports the function of a space. A classroom has a different function than a
hospital patient room; an office space is not a production line, etc.”54
But what colours and what combinations should be used? There is no concrete answer to
such questions, however there is scientific evidence that communicates what methods
should be considered. When determining what colours are to be used within the architecture
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the two perceptual extremes of colour in environments must be acknowledged: these are
sensory deprivation and sensory overload.
Sensory deprivation and sensory overload are representative of an under-stimulating
environment and an over-stimulating environment, both subject to the colours used. Understimulation (also known as monotony) sends weak signals to the sensors of the occupant,
“Studies have shown that people subjected to an under stimulated environment show signs
of restlessness, irritability, excessive emotional response, difficulties in concentration,
perception disorders, and in some cases, a variety of more extreme reactions.”55 Such an
environment is usually determined as a space with weak colour intensities, monochromatic
harmonies (constant use of different shades of the same colour), achromatic colours
(neutral) and weak contrasts. Over stimulated environments contain strong colour
saturation and intensity, complex colour combinations and overly strong colour contrasts.
Sune Lindstrom, professor for Architecture at the Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm, Sweden in 1987 stated that: “With every particular architectural product, it
is the spontaneous emotional reaction that is of importance to us“56. This suggests that
not only the physical dimensions, but the colour must contribute to a powerful mood
for emotional response. Of particular importance to this project is the ability for the
architecture to differentiate spaces through colour, influencing the emotional response,
not only upon first sight, but continuously for a period of up to six months. This requires a
strong use of suggestive colour. Colour in space also has a practical purpose -- spaceships
and spacesuits are white because of the temperature extremes in space, as white is a highly
reflective colour it absorbs less heat. White is also a strong contrast to black and makes
ships easier to spot when in the process of a rendezvous or spacewalk. The high reflective
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quality of the white in an interior space, however, can create a strong glare, which must be
avoided in order to make spaces comfortable. The material type and exposure will be of
significance for the final architectural solution.
As there is no definitive answer to colour in architectural space, it is usually left to architects
and interior designers to decide which is best. It is known that colour impacts the mood
and feel of a space, having significant impact on occupants. As the lunar architecture is
to be occupied for a long period of time, occupants may grow tired or uneasy with their
surroundings. Throughout the design process this has been an issue. Designs originally
were a solid colour that differentiated between each module. However the issue of eventual
boredom kept arising. It has therefore been determined that occupants should have control
over the internal space of certain areas of the building. Module interiors will be fitted with
thin roll-up electronic panels that change colour dependent on occupant preference; these
panels will provide increased customisation possibilities in the private quarter modules
where occupants will be able to replace colour schemes with images of their choosing
or even link computers with them providing video feed for long distance communication
with family and friends back on earth. By placing customisation of varying levels in
the control of occupants, there is a reduced chance of internal space becoming bland,
instead providing a sense of involvement and individuality in certain areas of the lunar
architecture that would otherwise be difficult to achieve. Artwork produced in spare time,
work schedules and checklists, colours for light to bounce off or images of earth can be
transferred onto walls, providing a new level of customisation.

Fig 5.63: Examples of the possibilities provided by electronic
preference based colouring methods. This enables occupants to
manipulate certain aspects of interior space as they please. This
system also reduces the need for computer monitors for research,
briefings and communication.
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5.11

LIGHT:

The site conditions of the lunar architecture are almost completely different to earth. The
light from the sun travels across the site laterally meaning that light enters the spaces
horizontally. The sunlight is also stronger as it does not have to penetrate through a dense
atmosphere, providing sharper contrasts and extremely dark shadows. This not only offers
energy possibilities but also unique lighting opportunities. As the light enters the building
laterally, the interior lighting paradigm is shifted. The lighting of architectural space is
known to influence mood; this tool is arguably enhanced on the lunar surface with stronger
contrasts and undisturbed light. The light qualities enable a strong avenue of architectural
expression.
One major issue concerning horizontal light is glare. The sun hugs the horizon line as it
rotates around the site throughout the lunar day. As the site is illuminated for 80 percent
of the lunar day, this means that the sun is present for 24 days until setting for a further
six days. This means that glare is an almost constant issue. During the design process one
solution has been to block out the sun completely and only allow certain light at certain
angles to enter the architectural space. However one of the great advantages of a lunar
architecture is the apertures looking onto the hostile lunar surface.
Initial designs were created in the belief that the rotation of the moon around the earth
and the earth around the sun meant that the sun stayed in one position on the horizon
line dipping below the horizon and rising again. However a simple investigation into the
rotation of the bodies around each other revealed that the moon in fact rotates in such a
way that the sun circumnavigates the horizon of the site like a torch rotating around the
rim of a dinner plate, dipping below the horizon line briefly, ushering in the lunar night.
This design realisation resulted in the introduction of multiple lighting apertures on each
face of the modules in order to capitalise on light intake and expression. This resulted in a
redesign of module wall thicknesses due to the enhanced ionising radiation dangers as well
as lighting techniques and possibilities.

As the sun rotates around the lunar architecture, window covers not looking directly at the
sun may be opened to allow viewing in and out of the building. This will be accompanied
by multiple ‘slits’ throughout each module that will enable thin beams of light to enter,
however when the apertures must be closed another lighting method needs to be utilised
to light the internal spaces.
Floor slabs within the lunar architecture can be utilised to provide lighting to internal
spaces when the shutters must be closed due to sun glare. Using the concept of a periscope
it has been found that placing an angled mirror within a hollow floor slab will help reflect
horizontal light into internal spaces. This light can either be a sharp beam or, through the
use of a diffuser, be scattered throughout. This removes the need for artificial lighting
during the lunar day, preserving energy and creating atmospheric spaces.
For modules that are not directly in the sun’s glare because they are positioned behind
other modules, a different lighting method must be utilised. Each module has multiple
hatches that are used when connecting modules together to provide circulation. Some of
these are not in use (depending on module organisation) and can be used as light wells.
The periscope principle is again used to reflect light into spaces, this time through a hatch.
A periscope-style clip on is connected via the hatch and pressurised, so when the hatch is
opened the light floods in. As the sun rotates around the site the clip on can be manually
rotated using a handle. This provides occupants with the option to rotate the unit and catch
light or rotate it away so the internal space is darkened. Rotation of the clip on periscope
will not have to be carried out constantly as the sun rotates around the site extremely
slowly due to its orientation to the south pole of the moon.
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Fig 5.64: A diagram showing the lighting potential of periscope based lighting wells on the lunar surface. These units
will gather horizontal light and refract light into the internal spaces from a vertical direction. These can be manually
rotated to catch the sun as it moves around the site, or turned away to generate a darkened space.
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Fig 5.65: Light well, periscope based
refraction method.

Fig 5.66: Light refraction for vertical
lighting via floor slabs.

Fig 5.67: Horizontal lighting via wall slits. The ionising radiation is stopped
by lead lined glass, similar to that used in x-ray areas of hospitals.

Fig 5.68: Light refraction for vertical lighting via floor slabs. Services are stored
behind the refraction area.
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Fig 5.69: Example of potential lighting for the private quarter’s module. Lead lined glass is sewn into the inflatable layer and sealed so that light can be
provided to the interior spaces. When the sun is facing windows, shutters can be pulled down to avoid glare. When the sun is not directly in front of window
areas they can be opened, with views to the lunar surface. Whilst the shutters are closed, natural lighting is provided via the floor slab light refraction system.
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5.12

THE HUMAN FACTOR – SERVICES:

Oxygen. Most people, upon looking at the moon, will assume that you cannot breathe there
and any moon base would need a constant resupply of oxygen tanks. This however is not
necessarily the case. Whilst it is true that we cannot breathe on the lunar surface without
a spacesuit, it is untrue that we need will need to constantly deliver oxygen supplies. The
answer, once again, is concealed within the very fabric of the moon itself.
moon rocks are 40 percent oxygen by weight. This is easily extracted. When heated to
1300° C by undisturbed, focused sunlight, oxygen is driven off. A solar panel providing
4.5Kw of power to heat three small one metre high reactors would be enough to drive the
oxygen out of the regolith. The precious gas can then be collected and liquefied through
cooling for transport57 to a base to be used by occupants. The oxygen must be liquefied so
that tanks can release the right combination of oxygen and nitrogen to create an internal
atmosphere similar to that found at sea level on earth. For every three tonnes of rock
placed in the reactors, one tonne of oxygen would be produced, this would need to be
replaced once a year if the base were to be occupied for that full time, however the base is
to be designed to be occupied for up to six months at a time.
The moon, seemingly desolate is a stockpile of valuable materials, ‘Oxygen for water
and air; silicon for glass, fiberglass, and silicone polymers; aluminium, magnesium,
and titanium for reflective coatings, machinery, and reinforcing cables; chromium and
manganese for metallic alloys; sodium, potassium, and calcium for process chemistry; and
even the rare isotope, Helium3 to fuel fusion reactors’58.

57
Marshall T. Savage, The Millennial Project: Colonizing the Galaxy in Eight Easy Steps, (NewYork:
Little, Brown and Company, 1992), 197.
58
Ibid.

A lunar base must provide the highest standard of reliability possible with the added
benefit of low maintenance and cost. The more complex something is, the more prone to
failure it will be.
How does a base function with regards to power, supplies, food growth, water processing
and thermal control? The answer lies in the biologically and chemically passive processes
on earth. By incorporating these processes into the design we reduce the need for multiple,
bulky, failure-prone machines.
Here on earth we are part of a colossal, interconnected process that keeps us alive. We
inhale oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. Plants use a process called photosynthesis
which takes in carbon dioxide and releases oxygen back into the atmosphere. There are
no plants on the moon. Plants however can be grown hydroponically within a pressurized
oxygen-nitrogen lunar base. The use of hydroponically grown plants will not only activate
a process for CO2 extraction and O2 resupply, but will also provide food for astronauts.
Loops of extractor fans can also circulate the atmosphere picking up heat and moisture to
create a pleasant, liveable space.

HEAT:
The moon’s temperature varies significantly from “-176 C during the lunar night to
-73°C”59. This temperature variation has the ability to expand and contract materials so
much that a lunar base could be crippled. One metre beneath the surface the temperature
is a consistent -20°C. Therefore two possibilities arise. The lunar base can either be
positioned underground to provide consistency in temperature and reduce the potential
for damage or, remain above ground with increased regolith wall thickness to account for
temperature variation.

59
David Schrunk, Burton Sharpe, Bonnie Cooper, Madhu Thangavelu, The Moon: Resources, Future
Development, and Settlement, (Chichester: Praxis Publishing Ltd. 2008), 4.
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Fig 5.70: Neil Armstrong, the first
man on the moon.
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It is decided that the lunar architecture will not be completely buried underneath the lunar
surface. The reasons for this design move are as follows.
Burying the lunar architecture would require the digging of a trench to place the building
in before burying it. This would require an excavated area roughly the size of a football
field that would be a minimum of eight metres deep due to the vertical dimension of
the modules. This depth would vary depending on the modular arrangement of the lunar
architecture. Large scale excavation on the lunar surface would be incredibly difficult
given the site conditions, notably the powder-like consistency of the lunar regolith which,
due to its fine grains and the reduced gravity environment, would keep falling into the
excavated area as well as disperse over a wide area, possibly entering into and damaging
machinery.
Burying the modules would also be of great inconvenience as the lunar architecture is
intended to be mobile. In order to move or add additional modules, the site would need to
be re-excavated and buried each time.
The 3D printed regolith structure has its thickness dictated by the ionising radiation
protection requirements. The thickness of the lunar regolith wall section must be 1500mm
in areas that are exposed to the lateral ionising radiation from the sun, which means that
all wall surfaces must be of this thickness whereas floor and roof planes can be thinner
(400mm to protect from micrometeoroids). This will provide the appropriate level of
protection from radiation, as well as insulation from temperature variations consistent
with the result of a buried module. This wall thickness allows modules to exist aboveground, remaining functional both in terms of modularity, protection and temperature
insulation. As the wall absorbs heat it will slowly pass to the interior during the lunar day,
providing heat.
But how do we manage heat in the internal space? On board the International Space Station
(ISS) the electrical equipment provides so much heat that the main problem is cooling the

facility. The lunar base will not be exempt from this issue. The thick walls of each module
mean that heat will not be able to escape as easily and will be stored in the materiality of
the walls.
The solution is to integrate a small pipe system into the walls. This will create the ability
to circulate water from Shackleton crater and recycled water from the lunar base processes
through the walls, creating a cooling process. If the base does need to be heated however,
certain pipes of water can be heated by the solar panels and cycled through the walls to
provide the heating required. By introducing water into the walls of the modules, further
radiation protection is achieved.

WASTE:
The moon is a historical record of our solar system, and of us. From the materials it was
made of we can find out whether the moon was once connected to the earth before a
large planetary impact or otherwise. From its millions of craters we can discover secrets
undreamt of. It is paramount that any planetary intervention is one of minimal geological
and environmental impact. This issue must be solved on many levels including services,
specifically human waste.
One major issue that the architectural services must provide a solution for is waste
management. Throughout a six month rotation, crew will produce both human and
material waste. Burning waste in the pressurised habitat is a recipe for disaster. The safest
and commonly practised method is taking waste back to earth. This method is practised on
the ISS and the same process will be used for the lunar base. After a crew’s rotation time
is complete they will leave the base with material waste that they have accumulated over
their stay on the moon (consisting mainly of very small freeze dried packets from food
rations and unneeded lab equipment). Before leaving, the material waste is packed into
rubbish bags which are then dehydrated and stored in the Lunar Lander Module (LLM) in
which they depart the lunar surface to rendezvous with an orbiting space craft which then
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Fig 5.71: Diagram showing the interrelationship between
human and plant. Humans breathe in Oxygen and exhale
carbon dioxide. The plant then gathers the carbon dioxide
and releases oxygen as a result.

Fig 5.72: Diagram showing life support requirements for
a single astronaut.
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transports them back to earth. By dehydrating the waste it is made lighter and much more
compact, enabling more waste to be fitted into storage compartments.

a precedent and the microwave sintering process mentioned earlier, a theoretical concept
has been developed to meet this need.

Human waste is treated similarly but has its uses for the lunar base itself. The architectural
solution for the radiation and micrometeoroid site conditions imply that the base needs
walls that protect from these events. Human solid waste is very valuable in this regard.
Solid waste is dehydrated, and compacted in small bags which are then able to be used as
radiation/micrometeoroid protection for modules; this waste can also be exposed to the
vacuum of space to kill any bacteria. However unpleasant this seems, we must remember
that this is architecture on the very limits of human capability, the most isolated human
outpost in the history of our species. Any additional or unneeded solid waste is sent back
to earth on the LLM to be disposed of. Liquid waste can be processed at the lunar base
to extract any water for use in other functions such as heating/cooling and even drinking.
On board the ISS liquid waste is simply vented out into the vacuum of space, this is also
a possibility for the lunar base where waste is kept in a wastewater tank. Once full, the
wastewater tank can be exposed to the natural vacuum of space, immediately boiling the
liquid and causing it to turn into a gas due to the lack of pressure sustaining the liquid
form. However because of the cold temperatures of the lunar night combined with the
vacuum, some of the gas then freezes into a solid state similar to ice crystals, a process
known as “desublimation”60.

Detected water-ice reserves are at the bottom of the crater as well as part way up the
sides of the crater wall itself. Different methods of extracting this have been evaluated
including a cable that travels from the lunar architecture to the base of the crater for small
robotic units to travel on, a giant hose concept and a stand-alone rover. The cable and hose
system were investigated and eventually discarded due to the simple logistics involved
in creating such a system heavily reliant on multiple earth-bound practices that would
be almost impossible to initiate on the lunar surface, such as transporting and setting up
multiple pylons for a cable system.

Water Extraction:
As mentioned earlier in the site analysis, water-ice reserves have been detected in
Shackleton crater. At the time of writing this paper, there is no proposal for a specialised
water extraction rover, however it is needed for a lunar architecture if it is to rely on its
surroundings for supplies. Using the Curiosity Rover which is currently based on Mars as
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Ethan Siegel, “Water in Space: What Happens?”,http://scienceblogs.com/
startswithabang/2009/06/29/water-in-space-what-happens/ (accessed July 8, 2013).

The Curiosity Rover on Mars can be sent instructions of things to do from earth; these
can either be live commands or a checklist that the car-sized rover carries out itself when
not in contact with earth. For the Lunar Water Extraction Rover (LWER) a safe path and
coordinates to the water-ice reserves would be sent from earth that the rover may carry
out itself after the first few attempts, eventually becoming an autonomously functioning
unit by repeating the commands when needed. The main difference in function between
the LWER and Curiosity will be the lack of science equipment, instead replaced by a large
expandable bag and a microwave sintering unit.
Once the LWER reaches the destination it lowers the sintering arm and heats up the ice,
as the ice melts LWER sucks the water into the expandable bag until full. This water is
then transported back to the lunar base and unloaded into water tanks via an airlock plug.

AIR SUPPLY AND WATER RECYCLING:
For a lunar architecture to be habitable it must have breathable air. Oxygen and nitrogen
produced from the lunar regolith will be inserted into a system similar to that used on the
ISS. This system is called the Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS).
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Fig 5.73: An image showing a proposed Lunar Water
Extraction Rover (LWER) that would provide water to the
lunar architecture.
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ECLSS’s main functions include the control of atmospheric pressure, fire detection
suppression, oxygen level control, waste management and water supply. The system will
work in conjunction with other life support methods previously mentioned. The lunar
architecture will contain two of these units so that it may remain habitable in the event of
a malfunction of one of the units.
ECLSS uses the inserted oxygen and disperses it throughout the lunar architecture. This
will require modules to link via pipe systems when they are attached to each other. For
this reason a hatch design will be such so that upon linking, pipes join together to extend
the supply. As oxygen is dispersed throughout the base, the ECLSS system will also
retrieve oxygen from other sources such as water using a process called ‘electrolysis’.
Electrolysis is a process that splits water molecules reclaimed from other uses on board
into other components. “Water is made up of 89% oxygen by weight. The reaction breaks
down water into its constituents of oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen is released directly
into the atmosphere of the SM and the hydrogen is vented [into Space].”61 This hydrogen
can also be retained if needed to produce additional water in the event of LWER failure.
However this should be a last resort as it is a highly flammable gas.

a steady temperature and removing moisture, coping with the extreme temperature
variations on the lunar surface (-173 C to -73 C). This works in conjunction with the
water being pumped through pipes on the wall mentioned earlier that can be chilled water
or heated water via solar panels.
Water can be extracted from waste water produced by sinks, wash water and even urine
after it is put through a distilling process and all contaminants removed. The distilling
process uses a centrifuge to cope with the reduced gravity. Water vapour can also be
extracted from the internal spaces of the lunar architecture for use as drinking water in
emergency. The end product is more potable than water on earth.

The air revitalisation unit will remove carbon dioxide and other hazardous trace
contaminants from the lunar architecture and vent it into space. This will work in
conjunction with the hydroponic production of food. As vegetables are grown on the lunar
base, they will consume carbon dioxide produced by humans and release oxygen into the
atmosphere in a natural cycle. Day and night for vegetation growth will be provided via
simulation (modules that can be completely shut off from light, and have artificial lighting
to simulate earthlike conditions).
The temperature and humidity control aspect of the ECLSS system focuses on maintaining
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James Oberg, “The Elektron Device” http://www.jamesoberg.com/elektron2_tec.html (accessed
September 13, 2013)

Fig 5.74: Environmental Control and Life Support System.
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Fig 5.75: Diagram showing the process of extracting
oxygen from the lunar regolith, and delivering it to the
architectural intervention.
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6.0

APPRAISAL OF THE FINAL DESIGN

As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the initial aim has been to investigate a realistic architectural intervention on the lunar surface, highlighting the differences to earthbound
architecture in functional and aesthetic principles. This has resulted in an investigation of multiple factors from life support technologies to mental processes and how an effective
architectural intervention upon the site can improve these issues.
The final design proposition has utilised the construction methods of 3D printing using resin and 3D printing using microwave sintering as a cost reductive method. Technologies utilised
throughout this investigation, especially 3D printing of the lunar regolith have provided an optimistic possibility of near-term lunar occupation. All of the technologies mentioned in this
paper are either already in existence or further developed versions of existing products for use in the lunar environment. Further investigation on this topic should include testing of the 3D
printing process in a reduced gravity environment or thermal vacuum chamber to investigate the effective functionality of the bonding process in the lunar conditions. Reduced gravity will
make material binding more difficult for the 3D printer or sintering rig. Reduced gravity will also have an impact on the amount of loose regolith able to be packed on top of the structure.
The 3d printing process has revealed an entirely new way of considering a lunar architecture and reducing costs associated with lunar flight and habitation. This new technology reveals
a new paradigm for the establishment of a lunar architecture. What is seen as a potential construction methodology on earth, is essential for architecture on the moon.
The construction method for this investigation has focused around the stages involved and how each stage may be reduced in cost when compared to existing proposals mentioned in
the precedent survey. This is a continuously evolving state of investigation and must constantly be reconsidered and modified, therefore it is recommended that any future investigation
reconsider construction processes and materiality.
The lunar architecture with regard to its functionality and aesthetic has been shaped significantly by the site conditions. These, coupled with initial construction investigation, resulted in
a strong functionalist approach to the aesthetic. However, once the 3D printing method using microwave sintering was established as realistic and highly cost reductive (as it requires no
binding resin) a more poetic approach was enabled. This suggests that as more cost reductive and in-situ methods are discovered, more poetic freedom will be afforded to the architect.
A significant improvement over previous proposals and a vast contrast to earthbound architecture, has been a thorough investigation of the architectural form with regards to human
movement in relation to geometric space. Previous engineering biased designs have had little regard for the human in Space, resorting to a ‘bare-bones’ approach. If a lunar architecture is
to be implemented in a successful manner it must promote human interaction and liveability. Lunar architecture is primarily focused on the preservation of life in a foreign environment,
therefore it must engage this issue with regard, not only to life support systems but also to the physical and mental wellbeing of the occupants. This study has proven that previously
proposed circular interior forms, although suitable for transport to the lunar surface, are constrictive in terms of modularity and human locomotion.
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For a lunar architecture to be functional over an extended time period it must become modular and mobile. This has been found to reduce costs due to the reduced need to construct a
new lunar base each time a new site of scientific importance is discovered. The modular geometry of the hexagon has been largely productive to the lunar design, providing structural
stability and less dead space than other geometric forms considered in modular configurations. The mobility of the design however is limited in scope by the availability of water-ice
reserves as well as the temperature and sun angle variations between polar and equatorial regions of the moon. However, this still leaves vast areas of exploration available, areas that if
the architecture were static, could not be reached by EVA. Additional research into lunar architecture may consider solutions to the different conditions found on the lunar equator.
The planning of spaces and module configurations is largely dependent on social structure. The architectural response to a lunar base has taken into account separation of spaces through
level changes and module layout, creating the sense of distance between occupants by utilising mental processes. Future investigations should take issues mentioned in this study and
provide further in-depth investigation so as to create established architectural guidelines for continuously occupied, closed in, close quarter occupation that architects and designers can
work with. Tests mentioned throughout the document, notably ‘Biosphere 2’ have highlighted the importance for further investigation of interior space and layout, especially providing
separation and distance between occupants whilst also providing spaces for interaction in a confined and deadly environment. The psychological implications of a restrictive architecture
have had to be accomodated throughout this study. One of the major architectural differences between the moon and earth, has been the incarceration of occupants within the defined
habitable space. No longer is there immediate access to the ‘outdoors’, as a result the connection can only be generated through visual cues. The psychological tension, generated by this
lack of freedom has been countered through the visual method.
Throughout history we have shown incredible perseverance in the face of seemingly insurmountable challenges. In one century we have taught ourselves how to fly using the aid of the
machine, how to harness the power of the atom, twist nature to our advantage and how to travel to the stars.
The future of human existence ultimately lies in Space. It is the role of the architect to adjust to different celestial conditions in support of human venture, providing a steady platform for
the expansion of life as we pursue our next great evolutionary step, escaping the confines of Earth.
Our planet and our solar system are surrounded by a new world ocean. It is no more impassable than the last.
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7.0

APPENDIX 1

‘Water Walls’ is a system developed by California based firm, Astrotecture. By working
in conjunction with NASA, Astrotecture have found a solution which will be incorporated
into this lunar base design. Water Walls is a system made of polyethylene bags with
membranes and valves that transfer fluids between each other by forward osmosis. This
passive system is built around the space of a structure and uses only a pump to move water
between cells. Water Walls can provide:
•

Grey water processing for urine and wash water.

•

Black water processing for solid waste.

•

Air Processing for CO2 removal and O2 revitalisation.

•

Thermal and humidity control.

•

Food growth using green algae.

•

Radiation protection through the use of water.

processing treats urine and wash water to produce potable water. Black water processing
cells treat human solid waste to produce fertilizer and CaCO3 [Solid waste can contribute to
radiation protection]. Algae growth sequesters CO2, affords tertiary solid waste processing,
and produces nutritional supplement. The humidity and thermal control process also
produces clean potable water’2. The WW system provides radiation protection through the
use of water throughout this process.
Whereas previous solutions to the design problem have involved multiple machine units
and a separate radiation barrier, this design differs. It does this by combining the two
elements of services and protection into one package, resulting in less occupied space due
to less machinery and less reliability on highly error prone machines. In addition, weight
and cost of delivery is greatly reduced, safety increased and wall thickness is reduced
meaning less material required for printing and a lighter module form, enabling more
movement possibilities. The concept of a lunar base now becomes a living, breathing
organism in the desolate cosmic landscape. Note that octagonal units are in 4 layers, 10cm
deep each and 50cm in diameter from parallel edge to parallel edge.

The Water Walls (WW) system is separated into cells (polyethylene bags) which are similar
in size and shape to each other and connected via valves. With this cellular approach,
the WW system is designed to be highly reliable by being massively redundant1. Upon
arrival on the Moon the cells are filled with water from Shackleton crater, the WW system
then provides the life support methods of machines through a natural process. Cells are
designed for certain functions, for example some grow green algae whilst others deal with
grey water and potable water. Each of the cells are then able to provide another cell with
its end product to create an inter-related cellular functioning unit that reduces the reliance
on machines.
‘Air revitalization from cells provides CO2 removal and O2 replenishment. Grey water

1
Marc M. Cohen, “Water Walls Architecture: Massively Redundant and Highly Reliable Life Support
For Long Duration Exploration Missions” (paper presented at the Global Space Conference, Washington D. C.,
United States, October 01, 2012).

2
Marc M. Cohen, “Water Walls Architecture: Massively Redundant and Highly Reliable Life Support
For Long Duration Exploration Missions” (paper presented at the Global Space Conference, Washington D. C.,
United States, October 01, 2012).
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